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 1. Introduction

 The present paper traces the development of the theory of infinite matrices
 and allied theories. These topics are considered as only the first part of a more
 general history of operators defined on function spaces.

 The history of a general theory of infinite matrices begins, as we shall see,
 with Henri Poincaré in 1884. His interest was excited by two papers, written
 by others (see p. 3 1 6, below) , which used infinite matrices and determinants without
 logical justification, and it was his purpose to provide a rigorous basis for these
 works. After Poincaré, Helge von Koch was the next to take up the study,
 and by 1893 ne nacL proved all of the " routine" theorems about infinite matrices
 and their determinants. In I906, a tremendous impulse was given to the subject
 when David Hilbert used infinite quadratic forms, which are equivalent to
 infinite matrices, to solve the integral equation

 f(s)=<p(s) + XfK(s9Q<p@dt.
 a

 Hilberths ideas were taken up by his followers - Erhard Schmidt, Ernst
 Hellinger and Otto Toeplitz, among others - and within a few years many
 of the theorems fundamental to the theory of more abstract operators had been
 discovered, although they were couched in special matrix terms. Finally, in 1929,
 John von Neumann showed that the theory of infinite matrices was not the
 effective tool for the study of operators on function spaces; instead, he demon-
 strated that an abstract approach was preferable.
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 Infinite Matrices 309

 It is not difficult to understand why infinite matrices were among the first
 tools to be considered in the study of function space operators. The earliest of
 the spaces looked at were all sets of infinite sequences of numbers, and it is
 obvious to consider sequences as generalizations of w-tuples. Since finite matrices
 correspond to the natural linear operators on finite dimensional spaces, it is but
 a short step to conceive of infinite matrices, the analogous extension of finite
 matrices, as the natural linear operators defined on sequence spaces. We shall
 see some of the difficulties connected with this approach.

 There is another obvious manner in which infinite matrices can be generated,
 this time by problems from analysis. Consider, for example, the differential
 equation

 (i) ^-+uf(z)=0
 where f(z) has a known Laurent expansion

 (ü) /(*)=!/„*"
 «=- oo

 valid in some annulus A about the origin. For simplicity, suppose there exists
 an unknown solution of (i) which has the expansion

 oo

 (iii) «= Σ %2Μ
 n=- oo

 also valid in A. Then, substituting (ii) and (iii) into (i) yields [here we are ignoring
 all but formal considerations]

 oo / oo ' / oo '

 Σ nunz"-l+i Σ unz")( Σ fnzn)=O. n=- oo 'n=- oo / 'w=- oo /

 This is easily transformed into

 Σ (n + i)un+1ť+ Σ ( Σ ukfn_k)zn = 0. η=- oo η=- oo *Λ= - oo /

 Since the coefficients of zn must now vanish for each n, we are led to the infinite
 homogeneous system of equations

 (iv) (n + i)un+1+ Σ «*/»-* =0 («=··· -1,0, 1,...).
 Ä=-OO

 We can consider that (iv) is a matrix equation MU=0 where U is the unknown
 vector (. . . , u_lf u0, %,...) and M is the known matrix

 À /θ /-I /-2 /-3 'Λ

 ι·" ... /« /ι /ο 1+/-1 /-, ... . ... /β h h /ο 2 + U ... /
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 310 M. Bernkopf:

 Some of the earliest infinite matrices were derived from similar considerations.

 In fact, the first and most important studies of infinite matrices came from
 problems arising out of analysis, rather than from algebra (Riesz (1; p. 1))*.

 Some remarks about terminology and notation are necessary. As with any
 young subject, the notation and vocabulary was not standardized in the period
 under review. Wherever possible, we have adhered to an author's original ter-
 minology; changes have been made only to avoid confusion. We have also used
 the term theory of infinite linear systems to mean any or all of the following
 infinite theories: matrices, linear equations, determinants, bilinear forms, or
 quadratic forms.

 Finally, we note that the paper is intended to be a continuation of an earlier
 work which outlined the history of the function space concept in some detail
 (Bernkopf (1)). However, it is self-contained in the sense that it can be read
 without reference to the previous paper.

 2. A Perspective of the Place of Infinite Matrices
 in the History of Operator Theory

 In this section we shall briefly sketch the researches of mathematicians who
 were working in the theory of operators defined on spaces other than Hubert
 sequence spaces. This is not intended to provide a complete history, but rather
 an orientation so the reader may locate historically the work on infinite matrices
 more precisely. The events related here have been summarized from Bernkopf (1).

 In the discussion of a history of operators defined on function spaces, it is
 necessary to establish a working definition of the term " operator." To illustrate
 the difficulty, consider the matter of integration and integral equations. The
 process of integration can be considered as a mapping from one set of functions
 into another. Thus, the problem of finding solutions to a given integral equation
 may be considered as the problem of determining whether or not a given function
 lies in the range of a particular transformation. On the other hand, the same
 equation could be considered as an entity in itself, and explicit methods of
 solving it (such as an iteration scheme) could be sought.

 We shall say that a given work comes under the theory of operators if its
 primary concern is with the questions of the first type. That is, an operator is
 defined to be a transformation (or a mapping), usually linear, from one function
 space into another, and the question of whether or not a particular paper is or
 is not concerned with operator theory becomes a matter of considering the point
 of view of the author of that paper. The reader is warned, however, that the
 matter is not clear cut in many cases, and that a certain number of arbitrary
 decisions have been made.

 With this definition of operator in mind, it appears that the theory of operators
 had its beginnings in the calculus of variations. As early as 1879 Karl Weier-
 strass (1815-1897) defined an ε neighborhood of a function, and this concept
 was used by Vito Volterra (1860-1940) to develop his "theory of functions
 of lines." Especially noteworthy was Volterra's introduction of the notions of

 * See the bibliography at the end for references.
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 Infinite Matrices 311

 continuity and differentials for functional.* Also working in the same area were
 Giulio Ascoli (1843-1896) and Césare Arzelà (1847-1912). They hoped to
 generalize Cantor's theory of point sets to a theory which would include sets
 of functions, and then to apply the results principally to the calculus of variations
 (Sänger (1), Levy (1)). At the beginning of this century, J. Hadamard (1865 -
 1963) and Maurice Fréchet (1878- ) investigated further into the nature
 of functionals, obtaining some representational theorems (Fréchet (1)).
 In a different direction, Salvátore Pincherle (1853-1936) introduced, be-

 fore 1906, a primitive theory of spaces of analytic functions as represented by
 their power series. He was concerned with linear operators defined in such spaces
 which he considered in an abstract manner, and particularly with determining
 under what conditions the equation Α α =φ would have solutions, where A is a
 linear operator, φ is a known power series, and α is to be determined (Pincherle (1)
 and (2)).

 We mention also a somewhat later (1908) theory developed by Ε. Η. Moore
 (I862-I924). Moore, struck by similarities between Hilberths work on integral
 equations [see below, section 6] and the theory behind the solution of (finite or
 infinite) systems of linear equations, was led to attempt a generalization which
 would include all these theories. He looked at families of real valued functions,
 defined a generalized form of convergence for sequences of these functions, and
 then considered functionals whose domains were those sets of functions. It is

 evident from the form of Moore's work that he was consciously working in the
 realm of operator theory (Moore (1)).

 In spite of all this diverse activity, it cannot be said that the total impact
 of any of the above theories was very great. Thus the modern theory of operators
 starts with Fréchet's famous thesis of 1906 (Fréchet (2)). Fréchet, led by an
 interest in the calculus of variations, developed the general concepts of the ab-
 stract metric space. In so doing, he provided a setting in which the abstract
 operator point of view could be made more meaningful.

 Starting only with the concept of an abstract set on which a limit is defined,
 Fréchet was able to generalize for such sets many of the results of George
 Cantor's (1845-1918) point set theory. Then, by adding more hypotheses,
 Fréchet showed that it was possible to define a metric on a collection of objects
 which were not points in the then usually accepted sense.

 Fréchet also worked with functionals defined on his metric spaces. He showed
 that concepts such as continuity, equicontinuity, completeness, etc., were meaning-
 ful for his functionals, and he was able to generalize certain theorems from classical
 analysis such as Arzelà's theorem.

 At this point the history of operator theory splits into two fairly distinct
 schools. One, which I shall call the German school (whose history will be discussed
 in subsequent sections of this paper), arose as a direct outgrowth of Hilberths
 work. Its members were concerned with infinite matrices defined on square sum-
 mable sequence spaces. Even the Riesz-Fischer theorem of 1907, which showed
 the isometric-isomorphism between the space of Lebesgue square integrable

 * A functional is a real or complex valued transformation whose domain is a
 function space.

 21 Arch. Hist. Exact Sei., Vol. 4
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 312 M. Bernkopf:

 functions and the space of square summable sequences, was largely ignored.*
 The other school, which could be called the Fréchet school, followed his lead,
 and worked with an ever increasing degree of abstraction.
 After Fréchet, the main outlines of the abstract theory became even more

 discernible. Friedrich Riesz (1880-1956) in 19IO announced the discovery of
 Lp {p>') spaces (Riesz (2)); these are spaces of functions whose pth powers are
 Lebesgue integrable. He also showed that the set of continuous linear functionals
 defined on Lp can be identified in a natural way with Lq where 'jp-'-'jq='. In
 this same paper, Riesz also developed the concept of an operator on Lp' i.e., an
 operator whose domain and range is ΖΛ In addition, he introduced the concept
 of the adjoint** of such an operator and found necessary and sufficient conditions
 for the existence of operator inverses. He then used these concepts to solve the
 eigenvalue problem for the equation φ(χ) -λΚ(φ(χ))=/(χ) in L2. Here / is a
 known element of L2, φ is unknown, λ a scalar, and Κ a given bounded linear
 transformation on L2; this is an obvious generalization of an integral equation
 of the second kind, see equation (40), p. 327 below. These results were extended
 by Riesz in 1918 (Riesz (3)) to spaces of continuous functions, and in so doing
 he introduced many of the underlying concepts as well as much of the vocabulary
 for Banach space theory which first appeared in 1922.
 However, one year before the publication of Banach's well known paper on

 abstract spaces, Eduard Helly investigated the nature of linear functionals
 defined on sequence spaces. Of particular significance is his introduction of a
 semi-norm onto the set of such functionals (Helly (1)). This concept was sharp-
 ened to a true norm by Hans Hahn (1879-1934) who used the results to obtain
 certain integral representation theorems (Hahn (1)).
 Nevertheless, it was Stefan Banach (1892-1945) who, in 1922, gave the

 theory of abstract operators defined on rather general spaces its final form.
 (Later, as we shall see, von Neumann considered abstract operators defined on
 Hubert spaces. This a somewhat special case of the general theory.) Banach
 (Banach (1)) listed the axioms of Banach spaces***, and established many of their
 fundamental properties. He then went on to consider operators on these spaces,
 and proved many important theorems about them, such as an early form of the
 principle of uniform boundedness, the contracting mapping theorem, and a spec-
 tral radius theorem. The importance of this paper is that Banach worked entirely
 in an abstract setting without specific reference to any realizations of his spaces
 or operators.
 In a few years Hahn again became interested in the study of linear functionals

 (Hahn (2)). Starting with the concept of a Banach space, he was able to show
 that the set of bounded linear functionals defined on such a space is also a Banach
 space [such a space is called the adjoint space]. He also proved one form of the
 Hahn-Banach theorem, which states that a bounded linear functional defined

 * In conversation with the author, February, 1967, Professor KurtO. Friedrichs
 said that the Riesz-Fischer theorem was considered to be a theorem chiefly concerned
 with Fourier series.

 ** The adjoint of an operator Τ on U is an operator on Li which can be defined
 in terms of T. See, for example, Dunford & Schwartz (l).

 *** A Banach space is a complete normed vector space. See, for example, Dunford
 & Schwartz (1) for a definition; there it is called a B space.
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 Infinite Matrices 313

 on a proper closed subspace of a Banach space can be extended to the whole
 space with its norm preserved.
 Some two years later, in 1929, Banach himself considered functionals (Banach

 (2)). He first obtained all of Hahn's results and then went on to prove a more
 general version of the Hahn-Banach theorem. This theory was then utilized by
 Banach to prove a generalized alternative theorem concerning the solvability of
 the equation U(x)=y, where U is a bounded linear operator from a Banach
 space R into another, S. This then is where the theory of abstract linear operators
 of the Fréchet school stood before 1930. We note in passing that there was also
 a theory of non-linear operators being developed; see Graves (1) for some results
 and a bibliography.
 Thus work on the abstract theory of operators defined on spaces more general

 than a Hubert space was being actively pursued from 1906 to I93O. Meanwhile,
 the German school, encouraged by Hilbert's success in using infinite matrices
 to solve integral equations, continued to consider operators defined on Hubert
 spaces from the point of view of infinite matrix theory.

 3. Origins and Prehistory

 When one consults the earliest works in which systems of infinitely many
 linear equations in infinitely many unknowns appear, it is evident that in none
 of these papers is there a general theory under consideration. Instead, each set
 of equations is taken up on an ad hoc basis as a tool for use in the solution of a
 single particular problem.
 Typically, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, infinite systems arose

 in connection with attempts to obtain series solutions for differential equations
 (Riesz (1)). The technique was to suppose that a series solution existed, substitute
 the series with unknown coefficients into the given equation, and then use the
 conditions imposed by the original equation to solve for the desired coefficients.
 This process would, in general (at least for those equations which were success-
 fully dealt with), lead to a set of infinitely many linear equations in the infinitely
 many unknown coefficients. The early workers were then usually able to develop
 some type of recursive relation for the coefficients, but in any case they only
 found it necessary to solve finite systems of equations with finitely many un-
 knowns, albeit infinitely often.
 The first to solve infinite systems for which no recursive relation was available,

 was Joseph Fourier (1768- 1830). In 1822 Fourier published his famed
 Théorie Analytique de la Chaleur, and it is in this work that the solution of
 an infinite system which used more sophisticated methods than those outlined
 above was attempted.
 From his investigations into the propagation of heat, Fourier was led to

 the determination of the coefficients {an} [we do not follow Fourier's notation]
 for the series

 (1) Σ «»cos [(2« -1)*],
 n = l

 so that the function represented by this series would be constant for -π'2^χ^π'2
 (Fourier (1; pp. 187, ff.)). However, he immediately generalized the problem to
 21·
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 314 M. Bernkopf:

 one involving the representation of "any'' function in a series of "multiple arcs
 of sines and cosines" similar to expression (1). This generalization was not intro-
 duced solely for the purposes of generalizing, but because Fourier felt it necessary
 ". . . in order to integrate conveniently the equations of the propagation of heat."

 Actually, Fourier did not tackle the most general problem which he had set
 for himself. In fact, he considered just those analytic functions whose Maclaurin
 expansions contain only odd powers of x, and he further restricted himself to
 developing such functions in series involving nothing but sin k xt k = i,2, ... .
 That is, he considered

 (2) /()~à( } iaii=ïïr-
 %3 χ& χ!

 = Axx - Α3-^γ -{- Α5-^γ - Αη -j- + ···,

 where the set {A2n_1} is given. He then supposed that
 oo

 /M = Z«*sin(«*)
 (3) - ι

 = αλ sin χ + a2 sin 2x + az sin 3 χ + · · · ,

 and proposed to solve for the an. Now, if one takes the derivatives of (2) and (3)
 and sets x=0, one sees (ignoring, as Fourier did, all but formal considerations)
 oo oo

 that A1=Yinan. Taking third derivatives yields Az=^nzan> and in general
 n=l n=l

 oo

 A2k_x= 2 n2k~xan for any positive integer k. Thus Fourier was led to the
 n=l

 system of infinitely many equations

 (4) ^2Α-ι=Σ^2Α"1«η> £ = 1,2,3, ....
 n=l

 for the infinitely many unknowns {an}.

 His method for solving these systems was to suppress all but the first m equa-
 tions and the first m unknowns. The solutions, say {a^ ; n = 1 , 2, . . . , m}f for this
 mxm system are then found, where it is clear that the coefficient matrix, {cjn:
 cJ.n=n2j~1}, is non-singular, but of course these solutions depend on m. Fourier
 now set for himself the task of determining lim ώ™' n = ', 2, ... . We need not

 m- >oo

 follow the tortuous path taken by Fourier to show that

 ^α^Α,-Α^-ή + Α^-^ + ή--,
 2 _ . j Κ _ 1' , J Κ _ 1 ^ _L "^ ±L . - 2a2 _ - A1-Azy^ j _ 22/ "~ , J 5'5! _ 22 3! "^ 24/ ""' .

 3% A A [^ __ M , A (^L_ 1_^_ i" . M_... -Ύ~=Α1-Αζ[^γ- A A __ 32J+^5'5, , A 32 31 i" 34;

 and similar expressions for the other unknowns. His reasoning required lengthy
 calculations which are not very illuminating, and which occasionally needed some
 patching. For example, at one point Fourier (1; p. 19I) writes down a series of
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 Infinite Matrices 315

 fractions each of whose denominators is infinite but whose numerators are con-

 stant.*

 Fourier's brief treatment of infinite matrices seems, to the modern reader,
 to be incredibly naive. The entire discussion teems with unasked convergence
 questions. In particular, the possibility of rapid divergence of each of the series
 in expression (4) would immediately call for the establishment of the existence
 of solutions. Yet Fourier's intuition was so perceptive that for his purposes the
 treatment worked. Equally, we are forced to observe that a meaningful develop-
 ment of a theory for infinite matrices had not yet begun.

 It would seem at first glance that Fourier's scheme of suppressing all but
 the first m equations and m unknowns, solving the resulting equations, and then
 seeing if the limits as m becomes infinite exist and are meaningful as solutions
 would be a promising one. However, Riesz (1; p. 8), who calls this technique
 the principe des réduites, points out that this method will only work in a limited
 number of cases which call for extremely restrictive hypotheses. Yet this fact
 was not discovered for another sixty years.

 For a half century Fourier's work on infinite matrices went almost unnoticed,
 even in France (see p. 3 17, below). According to Riesz (1; p. 8), there was
 only a single paper, published in 1828, which acknowledged using his method.**
 However, two other authors, Eduard Fürstenau and Th. Kötteritzsch worked

 independently of each other and of Fourier on infinite systems during this period.
 Of these, Kötteritzsch' s paper (1) is by far the more interesting of the two.

 Kötteritzsch's paper contains some points of interest and also some curi-
 osities. As an example of the latter, he first considers the finite system [we do
 not follow his notation]

 η

 (5a) ΣαίΗχί=ζ^> k = i, 2, ..., n.

 He then observes that a solution, {xk}, can be written as

 (5b) Xk=^A^Ui> k = ',2,...,n.
 Here 'A' is the determinant of the η χ η coefficient matrix A = {aik} and Aik is the
 ik^ minor of A. This is, of course, just Cramer's rule. Next, he notes that the
 form of (5 b) is not changed if another variable is added to each equation in (5 a)
 and another equation is also added, thus making (5a) an (n+i) x(n+i) system.
 From this, he argues (Kötteritzsch (1; p. 2)), "If the system [5a] ... is so
 constituted that on it the number 'n' of equations grows infinite in exactly the
 same manner as the number of unknowns, then . . .

 (5c) ** = 4τΜι + 4τΜ*+···>
 * The "annotated" English translation by Freeman (Fourier (2)) lets this and

 other equally remarkable statements by Fourier pass without comment. Compare,
 for example, Darboux (Fourier (l); p. 191) with Freeman, p. 172.

 ** This was by Gabrio Piola (l) who published actively from 1822 to 1856. 1 have
 not been able to see this paper and hence cannot verify the reference.
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 316 M. Bernkopf:

 where R is the determinant of lim n2 elements of the given system of infinitely
 n=oo

 many equations and Aik is the coefficient of aik in R." No further comments or
 definitions are made to give these new concepts meaning, and at no time is con-
 vergence even acknowledged as being a matter for discussion.

 However, Kötteritzsch's paper does make some advance. He first gets an
 explicit solution (again, ignoring convergence questions) for the special upper
 triangular case of

 oo

 (5d) Σ «·*** = α». i = l,2, ...,
 k=i

 where aik = 0 for i>k. He then shows that an arbitrary system of the type of
 (5 d) can be converted, by Gaussian elimination, to the upper triangular case under
 the assumption that the diagonal minors do not vanish; that is, if Αη = {α^'
 if j = 't 2, . . . , n}, then det^4M #=0 for η = 1, 2, . . . . Under this hypothesis, system
 (5 d) is reduced to

 oo

 *11*1+ Zt>lk*k=ßl>
 k = 2

 oo

 δ22*2+Σ*2**Λ=&,

 and it is easy to see that bnn = detAn^=O. Now, to solve for xn, the xn+p (p =
 1, 2, ...) are eliminated from all but the first n - ' equations which gives

 *n= Σ Bukßk
 k = n+l

 where the Bnk are functions of the bnk. Kötteritzsch points out that the tech-
 nique has special importance in the application of the method of undetermined
 coefficients, particularly for Fourier series.

 The significance of this work is that, for the first time, a general system of
 equations is under consideration. However, Kötteritzsch seems to be unaware
 that he has done anything remarkable in extending the concepts of determinant,
 minor, etc., to infinite matrices, and in particular, that there were convergence
 questions to consider. It is interesting to note that Kötteritzsch alludes to
 Fourier series by name, and so must have been aware of Fourier's work, yet
 makes no mention of the Frenchman's discussion of infinite systems.

 4. Poincaré and the Beginning of a General Theory

 There were two papers which triggered the modern theory of infinitely many
 equations in infinitely many unknowns. One, by the French mathematician Paul
 Appell (1855-1930), was published in 1884; the other was written by the
 American astronomer G. W. Hill (1838-1914) in 1877 and first appeared in
 Europe in February, 1886. Each provided inspiration for Henri Poincaré (1854-
 1912), and it is with Poincaré that the modern theory begins.

 As was the case with the earlier men who had worked with infinite systems
 of equations, Appell was brought to consider such systems by his interest in
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 Infinite Matrices 31 7

 analysis. His particular problem (Appell (1)) was to find an " elementary " method
 for determining the coefficients of the power series of certain elliptic (doubly
 periodic) functions. In his solution he used the technique of equating of coef-
 ficients; this led him to an infinite set of linear equations to which he applied
 the principe des réduites.

 Today it is a matter of conjecture as to how much contemporary interest was
 generated by Appell' s work. We do know that a scant two weeks after its
 presentation Poincaré was sufficiently impressed by what he considered to be
 the usefulness of Appelles method to give a general treatment of it. He says
 (Poincaré (1; p. 19)), "As equations of the same form can be encountered in
 other problems, it is important to inquire into what cases one can legitimately
 use the method [of principe des réduites] which was handled so well by M.
 Appell ... ." Thus for the first time, infinite linear systems were solved abstractly
 without prior reference to any particular problem. That is, a general solution is
 first constructed and then applied to the special case of Appell's problem.

 [As an aside, we note that Fourier and his Théorie Analytique de la Chaleur
 receive no mention either by Appell or Poincaré in the two papers cited above.
 Yet, it is almost impossible to believe that neither one of them had read it. On
 the other hand the passage quoted immediately above, as well as another remark
 made in connection with Hill's work (see below), would indicate that at the
 very least, Poincaré had not seen the section of Fourier's work dealing with
 infinite linear systems.]

 We outline Poincaré's paper (Poincaré (1)) in some detail. He started by
 considering an infinite sequence of complex numbers {an} with |λμ+1|>|λμ|
 and lim 'an' =oo, and he wished to find a solution sequence {^4M} with

 OO

 (6) ΣΑηα* = Ο, # = 0,1,2,....
 n=l

 That is, the pth equation has pth powers of {an} as coefficients. This particular
 type of infinite system was similar to the system considered by Appell. In
 general, system (6) will not have a solution; more hypotheses are needed. In
 order to supply the missing hypotheses, Poincaré points out that by a theorem
 of Weierstrass there exists an entire function F which has simple zeros precisely
 at the an's. For simplicity, Poincaré assumes that F can be written as

 (7) ρΜ = βί(*-ί)·
 Now let {cn} be a sequence of concentric circles centered at the origin, so that
 the radius rn of cn satisfies |tfM_i| <rn<'an'. The hypothesis Poincaré needed
 can now be stated in terms of the function F. The infinite system (6) has a solu-
 tion, {An}, if

 (8) }τΑτ^)αχ=ο
 Cn

 for every p.
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 318 M. Bernkopf:

 From (8) it is now easy to see that (6) has a solution, for if A{ is the residue
 of [F(x))'1 at ait then {At) is a set of solutions for (6). In fact, the solutions are
 quickly computed:

 A'=JhW
 Unfortunately, as Poincaré pointed out, the solution {At) given by (9) may not
 be unique. Let

 (10) Sp=Z'Ana*',
 n=l

 and let {λρ} be such that

 (η) Σλρϊρ
 p=o

 converges absolutely. When these conditions are satisfied, then {Bt) will also be
 a solution for (6) where

 In fact, it is not too hard to see that under some circumstances {cf. Riesz (1 ; p. 17))

 any set {Bt] will be a solution of (6).

 After this treatment of equation (6), Poincaré then generalized his discussion
 of infinite systems, first to a set of homogeneous equations generated by a coef-
 ficient matrix {ai;·: i, /=0, 1, 2, ...}, and then [in order to get Appell's result]
 to a system generated by a given sequence {an: n=0, ±1, ±2, ...} where
 UM+1|> 'an' and lim|tfM| =oo and lim 'an' = 0. In each case hypotheses and

 η- ->oo η - ► - oo

 results are analogous to the case considered above.

 One year later, Poincaré was inspired to return to the study of infinite
 systems by a paper of G. W. Hill (Hill (1)). In his astronomical investigations,
 Hill was led to the differential equation

 (12) D2w=6w

 where D [in Hill's original notation] denotes the differential operator -id/dr.
 Suppose that in (12)

 (13) ö= Σ β*?2*
 k=- oo

 where ζ=βτί and 0_Ä=0Ä, k = i, 2, ..., and furthermore suppose there exists a
 solution for (12) of the form

 (14) w= 2 bk?+*k
 k=-oo
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 in which the bk are all constants. Then after substituting (I3) and (14) into (12),
 Hill constructed the following infinite system of homogeneous equations:

 -••[-2]b_2-e_1b_1-d2b0-e3b1-eáb2

 (15)

 where [k] = (c+2k)2~eo, £ = 0, ±1, ±2,....
 Concerning system (15) he said (Hill (1 ; p. 18)), ''These conditions determine

 the ratios of all the coefficients b, to one of them, as b0, which then may be
 regarded as an arbitrary constant." Observe, not one word as to how this is to
 be done. Further on (p. 19) he continues, "If, from this group of equations,
 infinite in number, and in number of terms in each equation also infinite, we
 eliminate all the b's except one, we get a symmetrical determinant involving c,
 which, equated to zero, determines this quantity." Still further along, on p. 26,
 in connection with another determinant, he adds, "The question of convergence,
 so to speak, of a determinant, consisting of an infinite number of constituents,
 has nowhere, so far as I am aware, been discussed [the emphasis has been supplied] .
 All such determinants must be regarded as having a central constituent; when,
 in computing in succession the determinants formed from the 32, 52, 72, etc.,
 constituents symmetrically situated with respect to the central constituent, we
 approach, without limit a determinate magnitude, the determinant may be called
 convergent, and the determinate magnitude is its value. In the present case,
 there can scarcely be a doubt that as long as 2 0kC2k [see (13)] is a legitimate
 expansion of 0, the determinant . . . must be regarded as convergent." No further
 comments were made by Hill on the new concept of infinite determinants which
 he had just introduced.

 We let PoiNCARÉ give a contemporary reaction to Hill's work (Poincaré
 (3;p.xiii)).

 The solution adopted by M. Hill is as original as it is bold .... Did one have
 the right to set the determinant of these equations equal to zero ? M. Hill ventured
 to do so and it was a very daring thing to do ; until then an infinite number of linear
 equations had never been considered [sic']; determinants of infinite order had never
 been studied; no one even knew how to define them, and it was not certain that it
 was possible to give a precise meaning to this notion. I must add, however, for sake
 of completeness, that M. Kötteritzsch had touched on the subject .... But his
 paper was hardly known in the scientific world and in any case was not known to
 M. Hill. . . .

 But it is not enough to be daring; daring must be justified by success. M. Hill
 successfully avoided all the traps that surrounded him; and let no one say that in
 proceeding this way he exposed himself to the most glaring errors; no, if the method
 had not been legitimate, he would have been immediately warned, because he would
 have arrived at a numerical result completely different from that given by observations.

 These words were written in 1905, but they still reflect the excitement that
 Poincaré must have felt when he first read Hill's paper [probably in 1884 or
 1885]. Thus, it is no wonder that in 1886 the Frenchman once again took up the
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 study of infinite systems; he felt it was necessary to tidy up after Hill by mathe-
 matically justifying the assumptions made by the astronomer.

 After repeating the results of his earlier paper, Poincaré considered the infinite
 matrix (Poincaré (2)) {a{j: i,j=0, ±1, ±2, ...}, with ai{=i. He then set

 1 a12 a13 ... aln

 a21 1 a2Z ... a2n
 ^M = det ... . .

 anl an2 an3'"an,n-l 1

 Next, he defined the determinant Δ of the tableau Τ to be lim Δη> if this limit
 . . n- >oo

 exists. .

 He then showed that the determinant will exist whenever

 oo

 Σ '<*ηρ'<(Χ>·
 n,p=-oo

 After this, a general theorem about infinite determinants was proved. Let {x{:
 i=0, ±1, ±2, ...} be a bounded sequence, and let T' be the matrix obtained by
 replacing one row of Τ by {xt}. Then if Δ exists so will Δ1 ', the determinant of T' .
 The balance of this paper used these results to derive those of Hill. Poincaré
 finished by adding (2; p. 90), ' 'After the above development, I believe that there
 can be no further objections to the fine method of M. Hill/'

 The results included in these two papers of Poincaré's are disappointing.
 One would have expected a deeper analysis from him, once he got started on the
 study of infinite systems. Still, these works are significant in that they represent
 the beginning of a rigorous treatment of the subject. Two particular points should
 be noted. First, even at this stage the pathological properties of infinite matrices
 have appeared, as is seen from the possible plethora of solutions to system (6).
 Second, and perhaps more significant, is the introduction of analysis into what
 at first seems to be a purely algebraic problem (see (7) and (8)). As we now know,
 analytical considerations became even more pronounced as the subject evolved
 into abstract operator theory, until the techniques of analysis were dominant.

 5. Helge von Koch

 The first mathematician to attempt a broad and extensive theory of infinite
 matrices was Helge von Koch (1870-1924) beginning in 1891. His investigation
 began as a by-product of an interest in Fuchs' equation (von Koch (1)).

 Consider then Fuchs' equation, given by

 (16) P(y) = ^r+PM^r+'"+Pn(^)y = of
 where for r=2, 3, ..., η each Pr(x) can be represented by a Laurent expansion,

 oo

 (17) Pr{*)= Σ «,λ*Λ
 λ=- oo
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 valid in the same annulus A centered about the origin. It was already known
 that a solution

 (18) y= Σ g^+e
 λ=-οο

 existed which converged throughout A. von Koch's problem was to calculate
 a general formula for both the coefficients gk and the exponent ρ of (18). Here-
 tofore, this had only been done for special cases. The computations led von Koch
 (by a series of transformations) to an infinite matrix of the type considered by
 PoiNCARÉ. He was able to use Poincaré's theory to get explicit representations
 for the gx and for ρ, but only under certain restrictive hypotheses.

 In order to remove these restrictions von Koch returned to the subject a
 year later (von Koch (2)). This time he was forced to extend considerably the
 theory of infinite matrices in order to obtain the results he wanted. Although
 von Koch regretted that little had been done to develop a general theory, he
 still limited himself to deriving only that much of the theory as he required for
 his own work in differential equations.

 von Koch began by considering the infinite array A = {A ik ; i, k = · · · , - 1 , - 2,
 0, 1, 2, ...}, and set

 (19) Dm=det{Aik;i,k = -tn,...,tn}.

 Then the determinant D of A is lim Dm if this limit exists and is finite ; otherwise
 the determinant of A is said to diverge. The main diagonal of A was {Au;
 i = - oo, ..., oo}; rows and columns of A were defined as expected. Aoo was
 called the origin. It is at once clear that the same infinite array can give rise to
 denumerably many infinite matrices, all with the same main diagonal, and the
 determinant will not be fixed until an origin has been selected. Thus, von Koch's
 first task was to show that if D existed for one particular choice of origin, it
 would exist and be the same for any origin ; that is, D is a function of the array A
 itself and does not depend upon the particular enumeration used.

 To establish that convergence (alone) was independent of the choice of origin,
 von Koch proved the following:

 Theorem. Let D be an infinite determinant. Then in order that D converge, it is
 sufficient that the product of the elements on the main diagonal converge absolutely,
 and that the (double) sum of the elements off the diagonal also converge absolutely.

 Proof. Construct aik by setting

 (20) Aik=òik + aih {i,k = -oo, ..., oo).

 Then by hypothesis [and from the theory of infinite products*],

 (2i) Σ Σ k*l<~·
 *=- oo k=- oo

 oo

 *A necessary and sufficient condition that 17(1+6·) converge absolutely is
 OO j=' '
 that 2 bj converge absolutely.

 ; = 1
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 Consequently, again from the theory of infinite products,

 (22) P= Π (i+ Σ 'aih') *=- 00 ' k=- OO /

 converges. Now from

 (23) Pm= Π [i+ Σ »Δ
 and

 (24) pm= Π (i+ Σ Kl)>
 von Koch then showed that

 (25) 'DM+p-Dm'£PM+p-Pm.

 But the convergence of (22) is just the convergence of {Pm}, which gives the
 convergence of {Z)w} by (25). A determinant which is such that the set {aik}
 satisfies condition (21) will be said to be in normal form.

 In showing that the value of the limit of a convergent determinant is independ-
 ent of the choice of origin, von Koch actually proved more. Let

 Dmn=aet{Aik]i>k = -n,...,m},
 and similarly, let

 £« = Α (i+l «.·*!)·
 i=-n

 Note that Dpp and Ppp are the same as Dp and Pp, respectively. This led von Koch
 to the

 Theorem. Let A be in normal form. Then lim Dmn=D.
 m-+oo

 Proof. By the previous theorem we know that D is finite and that (22) con-
 verges. Now for any pair (m, n), let p = ma.x(m, n). Then, as before,

 'Dpp-Dmn'£Ppp-PmH.

 The right hand side can be made arbitrarily small for sufficiently large m and η
 (hence, also for sufficiently large p), because of the convergence of (25). The
 triangle inequality can now be applied to the last inequality to give the result.

 Following the theorem, certain properties of D were deduced under the as-
 sumption that D is in normal form : If any row or column of A is replaced by a
 bounded sequence of numbers, the new determinant will also be convergent. If
 two rows (or columns) are interchanged, the new determinant will have - D as
 its numerical value, von Koch also implies, but does not state, that if a row or
 column of A is multiplied by a constant c, then the new determinant will have
 the value cD.

 von Koch next showed that various techniques can be used to compute D.
 For example, he stated that

 (26) Ώ - 2 it '-A-m<p(-m)...A0(p(0)...Am(p(m) ...
 φ
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 where the sum is to be taken over all permutations φ and the sign of each term
 is determined by the parity of φ. [von Koch does not state what he means by
 a permutation of an infinite set, nor what he means by its parity. Presumably,
 one is to permute only a finite set of numbers at one time and calculate parity
 by counting the number of interchanges of the permuted numbers.]

 Using (26), von Koch developed an interesting proof of the fact that D can
 be expanded by minors. It is clear that each term in (26) contains as a factor
 exactly one entry from each row and exactly one entry from each column of A .
 Thus D can be considered as a linear functional of any row or any column. Sup-
 pose we are interested in an expansion by minors by the ίΛ row. To determine
 the coefficient of Aikf one replaces Ajk (/=M) by zero and A ik by 1 in A, and
 calculates the resulting determinant which von Koch denoted by

 The ccik will be called minors or subdeterminants of order one. From these con-
 siderations, it is immediate that

 (28) D= Σ AikoLik
 Ä=-OO

 which is analogous to the usual expression for the expansion of D by minors of
 the Ith row for finite matrices. Similarly, the expansion by the k^ row can be
 given by

 (29) D= Σ AikoLik.
 i=-oo

 Exactly as in the case of finite matrices

 (30) Σ Α·,·«,·* = ο (/Φ*)
 and

 ΟΟ

 (3ΐ) Σ^/*«** = ο (/φ*).
 Ä=-OO

 It is also clear that cnik can be calculated by suppressing the ith row and the
 k^ column of A, finding the new determinant D' and then taking oiik= { - ')i~kDf.

 These ideas can also be extended to expand D by two or more rows (or columns).
 Suppose we wish to expand by the ith and mth row. Then, to find the coefficient
 of AikAmn, we replace Aik and Amnby one in A, and all other entries in rows i
 and m by zero. The determinant of this new matrix is called a minor of the second
 order and is designated by

 ,. Aik Ain d2D lj m'
 j Amh Amn öAlkAmn-[k ny

 By interchanging the k^ and n^ columns, one sees that

 /ť m'_li m'
 'n k J 'k n)
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 Consequently the expansion for D can be written as

 D = y y Aik Ain [{ m'
 4V y y Amk Amn 'k n)

 where - oo<w<oo and k<n. [Here we have used the notation
 A A I A A '
 Λ-ik ^in j j. I ** in ' Ί
 A A = det j j. I I A A I -J Ί

 Similarly, the rth order minor can be constructed by replacing Aiiki, Ai%k^t ..., Airkf
 with the number one in the distinct rows ilt i2, . . . , if and columns kx , k2 , . . . , kf
 of A, and all other elements in those rows or columns with zeros. This minor is
 designated by

 Aixkx ··· Ailkr

 adi 3 Ai^-Aûkr (hÙ...ir' 3 " ' ' ~'k k kl'
 Airkr'" Airkf

 and one has

 Ai^-'Ai.kr I · · · V
 Κ kt kr A A Vh R2'" "fi

 ^■irkr '" ^irkr

 where kx<k2< ---<kr and - oo<kr<oo. This is, of course, the generalization
 to infinite matrices of the Laplace expansion for D. Also

 ta*,.. Λ/
 can be calculated by suppressing the appropriate r rows and r columns of A,
 finding the resulting determinant D', and taking the minor to be (- ')PD' where

 r

 Ρ = Σ {iq-kq). There is no need to restrict this type of expansion of D to a
 q=l

 method which employs only rows or only columns. As von Koch pointed out,
 any combination of rows and columns can be used, and in fact they need not
 form a finite set.

 von Koch's final expansion for D is given by the formula

 oo a a app apq Upr

 (33) ß=i+ Σ «ρρ+Σ uqp ** apq uqq + Σ «p< s. ν +-· p=-oo p<q uqp uqq p<q<r
 arp arq atr

 Here, the largest summation index appearing in each term is to range over all
 integers, and the others are to range over all integers as indicated. [In von Koch's
 paper (2; p. 228) the second term on the right hand side of (33) is absent; this
 seems to be a typographical error.] Expression (33) is particularly important
 since it is the form used by Ivar Fredholm to solve the integral equation

 ι

 φ(χ) + f f(x, y) φ(γ) dy = ψ(χ)
 ο
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 (see Bernkopf (1; p. 8)). von Koch did not indicate a proof of (33), satisfying
 himself with the remark that the proof is analogous to the finite dimensional case.

 The usual product theorem was proved next. Let A = {Aik} and B = {Bi^
 00

 define Cik = Yi Ai}- B^kf and C = {CťJfe} for i, k = - 00, ..., 00. Then, if det A and
 ; = - 00

 det Β are in normal form, det C is in normal form and (det A) (det B) = det C.
 There is no need to reconstruct von Koch's proof here, but it depends on getting
 various estimates and using the triangle inequality. He also noted that the
 theorem can be proved in a manner similar to the proof of the finite case.

 von Koch next observed that a determinant may converge, even though it
 is not in normal form. As an example, he showed that if A = {Aik} is such that

 00

 1) [J Ai{ converges absolutely and 2) there exists a sequence of numbers {xk'
 t=- CO CO CO

 k = - 00, . . . , 00} so that the double series 2 Σ A ik xjxk converges absolutely,
 »'=- 00 k=- 00

 then the determinant of A converges and has the same properties as if it were
 in normal form.

 Also determinants of matrices whose elements are functions were studied.

 Consider Α(ρ) = {Αίη{ρ)' i, k= - 00, ..., 00} where each Aik(q) is an analytic
 function of ρ in the same domain T, and is continuous and bounded on the
 boundary of T. Then, as in (I9), set

 Ante) = det{^te) ; if k = -m, ...,m}.

 D (ρ) is said to be uniformly convergent if the sequence {Dm(g)} converges uni-
 formly in the domain Τ and on its boundary. Thus D (ρ) is analytic in T. Now as

 CO CO

 in (20) set A ik (ρ) = ôik + aik (ρ) , and suppose that the double series 2 Σ | ai k (θ) '
 X=- CO k=- CO

 converges uniformly in T. Then expansions analogous to (26), (28), (29) and (32)
 all are shown to be valid. Also the expression

 is proved to hold uniformly in the interior of Γ, where, recall, dD/8Aik is just

 the first order minor I I. This, of course, corresponds exactly to the finite case.
 ' /

 The final investigation of interest in the infinite matrix theory of von Koch
 was the study of the solution of infinitely many equations in infinitely many
 unknowns. Although he claimed a certain amount of generality, actually he
 considers only the homogeneous case

 CO

 (34) Z^i**Ä = 0 (i = -oo, ..., 00),
 Ä=-00

 where, as before, D = det{Aik} is in normal form.

 First, suppose D φθ. Then a solution, {xk}, of (34) was sought which satisfied

 (35) 'xk'^X<oo (* = - 00, ..., 00).
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 Since D is in normal form [by use of (35)],
 oo

 Σ 'Aik' |*Ä|<17 for ť= - oo, ..., oo.
 Ä=-OO

 Thus, the series

 (36) S= Σ Σ (IW*a W ť=-oo λ=-οο W

 converges absolutely for each k, and so the order of summation can be inter-
 changed, which gives

 oo oo / :'

 s= Σ *> Σ LM»·
 λ=-οο t=-oo '«/

 But, for ΑΦ ^, Σ 'b)A"=0 (see (30)); thus

 (37) S = x„ Σ (lW = *»Z> i=-oo '«/

 (see (29)). On the other hand, (36) can also be written as

 (38) 5= Σ (i) Σ Aix*x = O
 i=-oo y"/ A=- 00

 since {xk} is supposed to be a solution of (34). Thus, from (37) and (38)

 xkD = 0

 or xk = 0 for k = - 00, ..., 00. That is, if D 4=0, the only solution for (34) which
 satisfies (35) is the trivial solution, or in von Koch's words, there is no solution.

 Now suppose D = 0. von Koch showed that unless Aik = 0 there would always
 exist, for some m, a minor of order m which is not zero. Now, determine the
 indices ilfi2, ..., ir and klt k2, ...,kr so that the r^ order minor

 and also so that if r> 1 and if

 W = Γ 2
 '«i %···^/

 is any Vth order minor (i^v<r) where the ί;· are selected from {ilt i2, ..., ir) and
 the «y are selected from {klt k2, ...,kr}, then W=0. [Recall the lower the order
 of a minor, the " larger" is the matrix from which it is calculated.] Under these
 conditions, every minor of order less than r will vanish.

 Consider equation (34), and suppose the minor is selected as in (39). Then,
 by using some previously obtained but uncited results, von Koch showed that
 equations ilf i2, ..., ir of (34) are linearly dependent on the remaining equations,
 that χΗχ9 xkt, ..., xkr may be selected arbitrarily, and that a solution for (34) is
 then given by the expression

 (ti;:::t)-=(«;:::t)-+-+(t',::t',^'- <*--·->■
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 He remarked that analogous results can be obtained for a non-homogeneous case
 of (34) provided that the right-hand side satisfies a boundedness condition similar
 to (35). This remark was, as we now know, somewhat optimistic; in fact, it is
 false unless further hypotheses are put on the matrix A.

 This work of von Koch is disappointing. It explored only a single aspect of
 infinite matrices, and it raised more questions than it answered, questions which
 begged for answers. For example, there is no discussion of eigenvalues, nor is
 the matter of an alternative theorem* investigated. It is true that it would be
 unfair to expect a complete theory to be developed by von Koch, since the
 tools for such a theory simply were not available at the time, yet surely more
 could have been accomplished to open up this new field. This is particularly
 true when one considers that it was already apparent that the subject would
 have far reaching applications in analysis and algebra.

 6. Consequences of Integral Equation Theory in the Study of Infinite Systems

 After von Koch's paper of 1893» the first significant work on the theory of
 infinite systems was done by David Hilbert (1862-1943) beginning in 1904
 (Hilbert (1)). It is true that an important application of von Koch's work had
 appeared in Fredholm's solution of the integral equation of the second kind
 (see (33) above), but this did not advance the infinite matrix theory.
 Hilbert, after hearing of Fredholm's results, also took up the study of

 integral equation theory. Initially, Hilbert had no interest in infinite matrices
 per se; he was exclusively concerned with solving the integral equation

 (40) f(s)=<p(s)-XfK(s,t)<p(t)dt.
 0

 Here / and Κ are assumed to be known, and φ is a function to be determined.
 The function K(s, t) is called the kernel of equation (40). More precisely, Hilbert
 wished to extend the previous work of Fredholm and to develop an eigenvalue
 theory for this equation. Consequently, Hilbert's early approach to infinite
 matrix theory is his own. von Koch, as we have seen, had started with a given
 infinite matrix, and then considered it as the limit of a sequence of its square
 finite truncations. Hilbert, in his first three papers, never actually had any
 specific infinite matrix under consideration; instead, he looked at the limit of a
 sequence of finite matrices which increase monotonically in dimension, but which
 are not truncations of any single infinite matrix. (See Bernkopf (1) for details,
 especially II-l and II-2.)

 Hilbert's first specific approach to the count ably infinite problem occurs in
 his fourth paper, published in 1906. In this work Hilbert observes that the
 theory of infinite quadratic forms, on the one hand, is an essential extension of
 the theory of finite forms, and on the other hand, has wide applications in integral
 equations, in continued fractions, and, of course in the solution of infinite linear

 * An alternative theorem is of the following type: the system of equations Β x = y
 either has a unique solution for all y or the associated homogeneous equation Β x = 0
 has a non-trivial solution. In this case Β x = y has a solution only if y satisfies certain
 orthogonality conditions.

 22 Arch. Hist. Exact Sei., Vol. 4
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 systems. Therefore, he finds it more convenient to tackle the problem from the
 point of view of infinite quadratic forms rather than considering an infinite
 system of linear equations with infinitely many unknowns.

 Hilbert then undertook the study of the infinite quadratic form
 oo

 (41) Σ kpgXpXg

 of the infinitely many variables x1} x2, x2, . . . , with the constant coefficients {kpq}.
 [We shall sometimes write (41) as K(x, x) where x=(xlf x2> ...).] Associated with
 (41) is the bilinear form,

 (42) K(xfy) = Zkpqxpyq;
 P,q=i

 Hilbert also introduced the nth section of K(x, y)t as
 η

 Σ kpqxpyq.

 In addition the product form of the forms A (x, y) and Β [χ, y) was defined to be
 the form

 oo

 A(B(x,y)) = Z <*Pqt>qrxpyr-
 P,g,r=i

 This is nothing but the bilinear form associated with the (infinite) product
 oo

 matrix A B. Finally the special form (x, y) = 2 xPyp was defined which is (42)

 with kpq=òpq' its nth section is denoted by (x, y)n.
 Hilbert's problem can now be stated as this : He wishes to find a resolvent

 (or inverse) form for the expression (x, y) -XK(x,y) where λ represents a real
 or complex parameter; in other words, a form, Κ(λ; x,y), is sought which will
 satisfy

 Κ(λ; χ,γ)-λΚ(Κ(λ; x,y)) = (x,y).

 This problem was solved by Hilbert under quite general hypotheses. Spe-
 cifically, for a bounded form K{x}y)y namely, a form K(x, y) which satisfies
 'K(x, y)'^M for all χ and y with (x, x)f^' and (yt y)^i, an explicit represen-
 tation for the resolvent K(x, y) was obtained. Then a theorem analogous to the
 principal axis (diagonalization) theorem for finite dimensional forms was shown
 to be valid for bounded infinite dimensional quadratic forms.

 But it was Hilbert's introduction of the concept of complete continuity*
 which proved to be the fundamental tool in showing that there are still more
 properties of finite dimensional spaces which have their analogues in infinite
 dimensional sequence spaces. For example, a completely continuous quadratic

 * A bounded linear operator Τ is said to be completely continuous (or, more recent-
 ly, compact) if it maps bounded sets into compact ones. This condition, obviously
 stronger than ordinary continuity, insures that the algebraic kernel of T - I (/is
 the identity) is finite dimensional. The modern definition, referring to operators, is
 equivalent to Hilbert's original definition referring to forms if we observe that the
 bilinear form K(x, y) is completely continuous if and only if its matrix {kpq} defines
 a completely continuous operator.
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 form has an eigenvalue representation; that is, it satisfies a simple principal axis
 theorem. In addition, an alternative theorem holds for an infinite system of linear
 equations in infinitely many unknowns if the equation has the form (I -{-A) x=y
 where A is the matrix of coefficients of a completely continuous form.

 This alternative theorem gave Hilbert the means for a fresh attack on the
 integral equation

 (42a) f(s)=(p{s)-fK{s9q<p®dt.
 o

 Specifically, he transformed (42 a) into
 oo

 (42 b) %p-Zapq%q = ap
 q = l

 by taking {ap} and {xp} to be the Fourier coefficients of f(s) and φ (s) respec-
 tively, and {ap q} to be the double Fourier coefficients of K(s, t). Since K(s, t)
 is supposed to be continuous, {apq} defines a completely continuous form, and
 thus (42b) is a system satisfying the hypothesis of the alternative theorem. Now,
 the function φ (s) is determined from the known solution {xp} of (42 b) when any
 solution exists, and then this φ is shown to be a solution of (42 a). More generally,
 the alternative theorem for (42 b) gives Hilbert an alternative for (42 a). The
 substitution of XK{s, t) (where K(s, t) is a symmetric kernel and A is a real pa-
 rameter) for Κ in the above discussion gave Hilbert his eigenvalue theory. [The
 preceding paragraphs have been summarized from Bernkopf (1 ; II-3 and Π-4).]

 It would be hard to overestimate the significance of Hilberths work in the
 budding field of functional analysis. His success in opening up the hitherto stub-
 born subject of integral equations would have, in itself, insured that active
 research would continue beyond the relatively limited areas Hilbert himself had
 considered. Also, he was able to define and utilize two concepts which have
 turned out to be fundamental for the study of linear operators : boundedness and
 complete continuity.

 Hilberths chief contribution is that he showed that the techniques of algebra
 are appropriate to apply to the problems of analysis. He was not the first to use
 algebra; Fredholm's earlier work on integral equations (Fredholm (1)) is but
 one example. But Hilbert did confirm that the introduction of algebra into
 analysis was not accidental, as might have been inferred from earlier scattered
 successes, but that it was a natural tool which would prove to be extremely
 valuable when fully developed.

 The impetus given to the work on infinite systems and integral equations
 - the two topics tended to merge, at least in Germany - by Hilbert's work
 of 1906 was enormous. To young research mathematicians, the theory of infinite
 systems coupled with its apparent wealth of applications must have seemed like
 the promised land, and many, particularly in Germany, devoted their energies
 to the study of infinite matrices while ignoring the abstract theory.* This history
 can cover only a few of the papers published in this period [but see Hellinger &
 ToEPLiTZ (1), particularly the footnotes, for a good bibliography].

 * Friedrichs, conversation previously cited.
 22*
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 Typical of the work of this time is a pair of papers by Otto Toeplitz (1881 -
 1940) which appeared in 1907. In the first (Toeplitz (1)), the so-called Jacobi
 Transformation for finite matrices was considered and utilized. This transforma-

 tion gives the result that if
 η

 Sn=Z*ik*iXk (aik = *ki)

 is a quadratic form, and if all the first order minors of Sa (a = l, 2, ..., n) do
 not vanish, then there exists a matrix Un with UnUn = S~1. [A' is the transpose
 of Α.] This was used to simplify Hilberths construction of the resolvent for the
 bounded infinite real quadratic form

 00

 i,k = l

 under the hypotheses that S is positive definite and that the zeros (in λ) of
 In - XSn do not have infinity as a point of accumulation. For each wth section
 Sn of 5 the corresponding Un was constructed, and it was shown that lim Un

 n-too

 exists and is a real bounded bilinear form. Then U was defined to be this limit,
 and S"1 was taken to be UU'. Finally, the notation S"1 was justified by showing
 that SS-1 = S~1S = I. It may be that this is the first appearance of the "S"1"
 notation. Also, in this paper is the probable first use of the term "reciprocar'
 (Reziproke) in connection with infinite matrices.

 Toeplitz pointed out that if S"1 is the inverse of the n^ section of S - where
 S is now an arbitrary bilinear form - the sequence {S«1} may not converge,
 even if 5 has a bounded inverse. He also showed that S may have a left inverse
 but not a right, or vice versa. He summed up his results in the following

 Theorem. A real bounded bilinear form S has a bounded right inverse if and
 only if SS' does not have infinity as a point of accumulation; that is, if the numerical
 values of λ for which det ((SS')n - λΙη) = 0 are bounded. Similarly, S has a bounded
 left inverse if and only if S' S satisfies the same condition. SS' and S' S both satisfy
 the condition when and only when S has a unique (two sided) inverse.

 Toeplitz's next paper (Toeplitz (2)) presents an application of the theory
 of infinite matrices to Laurent expansions. In a slight shift in notation he calls
 a bounded bilinear form A complete (abgeschlossen) if A'1 exists; i.e., if

 ΑΑ~1 = Α-1Α=Ι=Σ Wi·
 i=-oo

 [We shall not use Toeplitz's terminology in what follows.] Note also the change
 in the domain of the summation index. Two forms, A and B, are defined to be
 similar if there exists a complete form Ρ so that P~1AP=B. Then he points
 out that two forms have the same spectrum if they are similar.

 He considers next a Laurent expansion

 (43) /(*) = 2«„*"·
 - OO
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 From this expansion a Laurent form is constructed which Toeplitz writes as
 00

 (44) Σ ah-iXiVh·
 i,k=-oo

 where the coefficients ak_i are taken from (43)· One sees that (44) can be written,
 matrix fashion, as . ,

 I ... a0 ax a2 a3 . . . '
 Ι Λ_χ a0 ax a2 I.
 ' ... a_2 «-ι oLq a2 ... J

 The following connections between Laurent forms and Laurent expansions are
 oo

 given : A form is bounded if and only if £ an converges absolutely, and in this
 - oo

 case the expansion is a single valued analytic function in a neighborhood of the
 unit circle. The sum (or product) of two forms is a form which corresponds to
 the sum (or product) of their associated expansions. If a bounded Laurent form
 has a bounded inverse, then this inverse is also a bounded Laurent form. If a
 form has no (two sided) inverse, then it has neither a left inverse nor a right
 inverse. He goes on to note that the unit form 7 is a Laurent form associated
 with the constant function one.

 Now let A = [f(z)] represent the Laurent form (44) associated with (43),
 under the further assumption that / is analytic in a neighborhood of the unit
 circle. Then A is a bounded form. Consider the spectrum of A, i.e., the values
 of λ for which Α-λΙ has no inverse. But, by the preceding paragraph, Α -λΙ =
 [f(z)] - XI='J(z)-X'. Thus the spectrum of A will include all values of λ for
 which f(z) = X, with 'z' = 1. Hence, the spectrum of A is the range of / restricted
 to the unit circle, and so will, in general, include an entire arc. This yields a
 sufficient condition for the similarity of two Laurent forms, namely that their
 spectral values be the same with the same multiplicity.

 The work of Hilbert on solutions of infinitely many equations in infinitely
 many unknowns was taken up by, among others, Erhard Schmidt (1876-1959)·
 To him belongs the honor of being the first to employ properties of the under-
 lying Hilbert (sequence) space to determine necessary and sufficient conditions
 for the solvability of such equations, and his paper (Schmidt (1)) represents an
 application of some earlier work on integral equations (see Schmidt (2)). Before
 Schmidt's work only necessary or sufficient conditions had been established;
 Schmidt found conditions which are both necessary and sufficient.

 We summarize the first part of Schmidt's paper, in which he introduced
 geometric concepts into Hilbert space theory. An element of such a space Η
 [Schmidt calls his elements functions] is a square summable sequence z={zn}
 [we do not follow Schmidt's notation] of complex numbers; i.e., a sequence

 oo

 which has the property that 2 |^/>|2< °°- A norm for ζ (denoted by 'z'j is defined
 oo p = l

 by taking 'z''2= 2 zpžp',* and the inner product of z and w (denoted by (z, w))

 * ž denotes complex conjugate.
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 oo

 is defined as Σ zpwp'> z and w are said to be orthogonal if (z, w) = 0. The sequence
 p=i

 of elements {zn} is said to converge strongly if lim |ζη - 2m||=0, and it is shown
 m- >oo

 that the space Η is complete in the norm; that is, if {zn} converges strongly,
 then there is an element ζ of Η with lim zn=z.

 η- >οο

 Schmidt also introduced the concept of a closed subspace A of H. A is a
 closed subspace of Η if A is topologically closed under strong convergence, and
 if it is also algebraically closed under the operations of scalar multiplication and
 addition. The idea of a basis is also defined, and it is shown by the Gram- Schmidt
 orthogonalization process that given any basis for A, there is an equivalent
 orthonormal basis; that is, there exists a set of elements which span A, which
 are linearly independent, which are pairwise orthogonal, and all of which have
 norm one. Finally, and most important, given any element ζ of Η and any closed
 subspace A, there exist unique elements w1 and w2 with z=w1+w2, where
 (w1 , w2) = 0, and wx is an element of A . wx is called the projection of ζ on A) and
 Schmidt calls w2 the perpendicular function (of z) to A. We shall call w2 the
 part of ζ perpendicular to A. It is easy to see that w2=0 if and only if zeA.

 Consider now the infinite set of homogeneous equations

 (45) Σαηρζρ=0 (η = 1,2,...),
 p=x

 and suppose that for each η

 (46) ΣΚ,|2<~·
 ρ=ι

 A solution for (45) is called regular if it is square summable, and Schmidt was
 concerned only with regular solutions. If the element an of Η is defined by

 (47) <f={*np} (* = 1,2,...),
 then the system (45) can be written in the inner product notation

 (48) (an,z) = 0 (w = l,2, ...).

 Let A be the closed linear subspace of Η spanned by the sequence {an}, and
 let ev={evp = ôvp} (v = i, 2, ...). Let φν be the part of ev perpendicular to A. Let
 R be the closed linear subspace spanned by the sequence {φν}. It is easy to see
 that R is the orthogonal complement of A in H. Thus from (48), ζ is a solution
 of (45) if and only if ζ is an element of R.

 However, Schmidt was not satisfied with this abstract result. He wished to
 obtain a more specific representation for the solutions of (45)· These results are
 included in Appendix A for the reader who may wish to see these solutions and
 an indication of Schmidt's proofs.

 We observe that Schmidt finally settled many questions concerning infinite
 systems of linear equations. Specifically, he determined the solvability of such
 systems under the hypothesis that the rows of the coefficient matrix are square
 summable and only regular (square summable) solutions are sought. [It should
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 be noted, however, that many problems remain. For example, what are the most
 general conditions under which some form of an alternative theorem holds? As
 far as I have been able to determine, this is still an open question.]
 Nevertheless, this work of Schmidt has significance beyond the solution of

 infinite linear equations. As we noted earlier, he was the first to introduce geo-
 metric language into Hubert space theory, and the results obtained by Schmidt
 show that these geometric notions are not mere pedantry. Rather, the concepts
 of subspace, orthogonality, etc., form an integral part of the circle of ideas centered
 about the term " function spaces."
 After Schmidt, the next important work was a 19IO paper of Hellinger &

 ToEPLiTZ (Hellinger & Toeplitz (2)). It presented amplifications and extensions,
 as well as proofs of results which were first announced in 1906 (Hellinger &
 Toeplitz (3)). Their aim was to present an "axiomatic" treatment for a "Calculus
 of Infinite Matrices." Their use of "axiomatic" is not the same as the current

 usage. They used the term to mean that their presentation was independent of
 any specific problem; i.e., infinite matrix theory was to be considered independ-
 ently of any integral equation or algebraic theories, etc. In addition, they also
 included a foundation for the theory, since the work was not intended to depend
 on any prior knowledge of infinite matrices or integral equations. Thus the first
 chapter of the article represents a good summary of the state of the theory up
 to the time it was written, probably in I909.

 It is interesting to note that although the inspiration for this work on the
 general theory of bounded infinite matrices was the integral equation

 (93) f(s)=cp(s)+fk(s,t)(p(t)dt,
 a

 nevertheless Hellinger & Toeplitz were interested also in generalizing various
 problems of algebra. In fact, they go to some lengths to state some of the already
 well-known classifications of problems from finite linear algebra-matrix theory,
 and point out that these can be extended to problems involving infinite matrices.
 However, they do not undertake to solve any of these problems. As we shall see
 later, in the discussion of von Neumann's work, at least one of these problems,
 that of unitary equivalence, has no solution in the expected sense.

 We cite a few results and definitions from the first chapter of Hellinger &
 Toeplitz's paper of 19IO before examining some of its novel aspects (Hellinger &
 Toeplitz (2)). Schwarz' s inequality

 (94) Ι Σ ρ «,»J^ (Σ 'p «#(!>,)* 'p ι ρ 'p 'p ι

 is proved, first for finite sums, then for infinite sums. Then, following Hilbert,
 an infinite sequence of real numbers {an} is said to define a linear form of in-
 finitely many variables {xn} if

 (95) Sm, <°°
 n = '

 The form is said to be bounded if, for all {xn} satisfying

 (96) ΣχΙ<'
 n=l
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 the form satisfies

 oo

 (97) Σ"«*« ^Μ<οο.
 n=l

 Using (94) and (97), they then prove that a necessary and sufficient condition
 that a linear form defined by {an} be bounded is that {an} be square summable; that
 oo oo

 is, 2 al< °°- In tnis case tne least upperbound of all M 's which satisfy (97) is 2 al-

 This is, of course, the Riesz representation theorem for Hubert sequence spaces.

 Similar concepts are then defined and proved for infinite matrices. The infinite

 matrix A = {ap J is said to define bounded bilinear form when for all {xn} and {yn}
 satisfying

 (98) f*«^ and 2^1
 n=l n=l

 one has

 oo

 (99) Σ fipqXpVq ^M·
 P,Ç = 1

 Equivalently, (98) and (99) can be written jointly as

 00 / 00 ' £ / 00 U

 (100) Σ aPixpyq αΣ*ί Zii
 p}q = l 'w = l / 'n = l /

 for all square summable {xn} and {yn}. In what follows, a bilinear form will be
 denoted by A(x,y). It is then shown that every row and every column of A is
 square summable if A defines a bounded bilinear form. Furthermore, if An(x, y) =

 η

 Σ apqxpyq> tnen> again for bounded bilinear forms,
 P,q=i

 lim An(x,y) = A{x,y).
 M- >OO

 Next the product form C(x, y) = AB (x, y) is defined to be the form associated
 with the product matrix C = {cpq}, where

 00

 Cpq= ΣαρΑς>
 f=l

 and it is shown that C(x, y) is bounded whenever A (x, y) and Β [χ, y) are. Further-
 more, multiplication for bounded forms is proved to be associative. Notice is also
 given to the special case of bilinear forms, namely quadratic forms. These are
 the bilinear forms, A(x, x) where A = {apq} with apq=aqP, p, q = i, 2, ... .

 Perhaps the most interesting part of the first chapter of this paper of Hel-
 linger & ToEPLiTZ is a section dealing with counter examples. As is, and was,
 well known in the finite case, if a square matrix has a one-sided inverse, then
 this inverse is, in fact, two-sided and unique. For infinite matrices, however,
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 things are different. Consider

 1 0 0 0 .. Λ

 0 0 1 0 0 ... '
 0 0 0 1 0 ... 1
 0 0 0 0 1.../

 and

 h h Κ · · Λ
 4 0 0 0 ... '
 0 4 0 0 ... Ι

 0 0 10.../

 where {bn} is an arbitrary sequence of numbers. Then AB = I, and A has a non-
 countable set of right inverses. On the other hand, the matrix equation XA=I
 has no solution, since the entry in the first row and first column will always be
 zero. However, if a bounded matrix has both a left and right inverse, they are
 equal to each other; i.e., such a matrix has a unique two-sided inverse.

 Several other matrices were also constructed to show that certain conditions

 may be necessary but not sufficient, and conversely. For example, a bounded
 matrix has the property that each of its rows (or columns) is square summable.
 However, this condition is not sufficient for boundedness. Consider the matrix

 A = 'apq=

 easily shown by the integral test, but this matrix does not define a bounded
 bilinear form. To see this, take x=y = {xp=yp=p-t}. Then χ is square sum-
 mable, but

 Now by suppressing some terms we see, since everything is positive, that (101)
 is greater than

 (AQ2) 1 ; y -1

 (AQ2) 1 ; p£Li (P+q)1
 But

 oo M oo

 which diverges; hence (101) diverges; that is, A does not define a bounded
 bilinear form.

 In the same vein is the consideration of square summability and matrices.
 The precise statement is that if A = {apq} satisfies

 (103) Σ 4q^M<oo,
 P,q=l

 then the form A(x, y) is bounded. However, this condition is only sufficient. A
 double application of Schwarz's inequality (94) proves the theorem, while to
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 show that (103) is not necessary, take A =1.1 does not satisfy (I03) but certainly
 defines a bounded bilinear form.

 Next, Hellinger & Toeplitz examined continuity questions. Every bounded
 bilinear form is shown to be continuous. Complete continuity is defined, and it
 is shown that not every bounded (continuous) form is completely continuous.
 Also, Hellinger & Toeplitz show that (in modern terminology) the unit sphere

 is not compact. They do this by considering the form A = 'apq = ôpq ( ji·.
 Then A defines a bounded, hence continuous, bilinear form. But this form does
 not assume its least upper bound (equal to one) anywhere in the unit ball since

 (104) 'A(x.y)' = | Σ-^Τ W,| ^{%-^T^{%-^yÍJ

 (105) <[Σ4)[Σ/ή-
 oo 00

 Under the side conditions that 2^1 and Σ:ν^1 we see tnat (1°4) will
 p=i p=i

 come arbitrarily close to the value 1 by taking Xp=yp = 0 for ρφη, xn = yn=i
 and by letting η^»οο, while (105) shows that the value 1 can never be assumed.
 The second chapter of the paper by Hellinger & Toeplitz contains new

 results. Of particular importance is the theorem which they refer to as the
 theorem on uniform finiteness of bilinear forms of infinitely many variables
 (Hellinger & Toeplitz (2 ; p. 3 21 )) , which leads to what today is calledToEPLiTz's
 Theorem. Their statement can be paraphrased as follows: Let A = {apq} be a

 00

 matrix having the property that £ apqxpjq converges for every x={xp} and
 P,q=l

 00

 y = {yp} in the unit ball. Then £ apqxpyq is uniformly bounded in the unit ball;
 P,q=i

 that is, A defines a bounded bilinear form. This has the immediate consequence
 (Toeplitz's Theorem) that an operator is bounded if it is defined for every χ in
 H, and is an early form of the Closed Graph Theorem.*

 To prove Toeplitz's Theorem, let A be a linear operator defined for all χ
 in H. If x = 0, A x = 0, and A is bounded at x. If χ is not zero, there is a scalar α
 such that α λ; is in the unit sphere. Hence, by the uniform finiteness theorem
 restated for operators, ^(a*)|^Mor[4(*)|^M/|a|.But ||a*|| = l, or ||*| = l/|a|;
 hence |L4(#)| ^M||%||, which is the statement that A is bounded. [Here we have

 / 00 '£

 used modern notation for clarity and ''x'' to denote (x, x)*= ( 2 xp) ·]

 Consider then the Uniform Finiteness

 Theorem. Let A={apq} be an infinite matrix for which the double series
 00/00 '

 (106) Σ l^q=l (Z*pqxpyq) I P = l^q=l I

 * One version of the Closed Graph Theorem is (Dunford & Schwartz (l)): A
 closed linear operator defined on all of an JP-space with values in an F-space is con-
 tinuous. [An F-space is a generalization of a Hubert space; for the definition of a
 closed linear operator, see footnote p. 338 below.]
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 converges whenever χ = {χρ} and y = {yp} satisfy

 (107) Σ*ρ^ί <™d fj^l·
 p=i p='

 Then there is an M>0 so that

 (108) z(ï«pqxPyq)èM p=l 'q=l I

 for all χ and y satisfying (107).

 The proof uses a previous (but uncited) theorem on the uniform finiteness of
 linear forms which is similar to the above. The idea is to suppose that the theorem

 is false and from this assumption construct a pair of elements ξ= {ξρ} and η = {ηρ}
 oo oo

 for which 2 Σ MpqŠpVp diverges, thus contradicting (106). See Appendix Β for
 p=i g=i

 details of the proof.
 After the paper of 1910 by Hellinger & Toeplitz there appeared many

 works which extended their results and simplified their proofs; see, for example,
 Schur (1), where the term norm is used, presumably for the first time in con-
 nection with infinite matrices, but not in the modern sense. In this period we
 also see early investigations into the relation between infinite matrices and se-
 quences. Schur (2), in 1918, proves some theorems concerning what he calls
 "convergence-preserving" and "convergence-producing" matrices. This is a topic
 of current interest (see Cooke (1)) but is outside of the scope of this paper. A good
 exposition on the state of the theory up to 1929 can be found in Wintner (1).

 7. The Work of John von Neumann : Limitations of the General Theory
 In the late 1920's John von Neumann (1903-1957) took up the study of

 Hubert spaces and operators on these spaces. His particular concern was the
 study of Hermitian operators (see below), and an examination of his later work
 shows that it is likely that this interest was, in turn, generated by his studies in
 quantum mechanics, von Neumann's contribution to the theory of infinite ma-
 trices remains unique. He showed, as we shall see, that the subject of infinite
 matrices was the wrong road to the study of linear operators defined on Hubert
 spaces, even Hubert sequence spaces. This is, of course, in sharp distinction to
 the case of finite dimensional spaces, where the theories of matrices and con-
 tinuous linear operators are equivalent.

 To von Neumann belongs the honor of developing abstract Hubert space
 theory. In his first paper on the subject in 1929 (von Neumann (1)) he was the
 first to publish an axiom system for such spaces.* In this work he also studied
 the relation between subspaces and projection operators (see Bernkopf (1 ; IV-5)).

 von Neumann begins his paper by considering Hermitian operators; that is,
 R is an Hermitian Operator [abbreviated HO by von Neumann] if it is a linear
 operator in H** which satisfies (/, Rg) = (Rf, g) for all / and g in H. Then he

 * Specifically, a Hubert space is an abstract infinite dimensional vector space
 with an inner product, (x, y), defined on it; see Dunford & Schwartz (l).

 ** A is a linear operator defined on H if Α(λα+γο) =λΑ α+γΑ b for all complex
 numbers λ and γ and all vector a and b of H. It is defined in Η if its range is also a
 subset of H.
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 specializes to Hermitian matrices defined on the space of square summable
 complex sequences. A matrix Α = {αί?} is said to be Hermitian square summable if

 (1) a^^ãji, *, 7 = 1,2, ... {Hermitian property)
 and

 oo

 (2) 2 | ai j | 2 = M{ < oo , i = 1 , 2, . . . (condition of square summability,
 ;=1 but the set {Mť} is not required to be bounded).

 Now, let {ç?;·} be a complete orthonormal set*. Then an operator R can be
 oo

 defined by taking R φ1 r= Σ ai 'j <Pj · This converges because {ai;·} satisfies con-

 dition (2) just above. R will be called the elementary operator associated with the
 pair (Α, {φ,}). Furthermore, (çpj} R(pù = CLij=a~ji={R(pji φ{). Thus R is a Her-
 mitian operator on the orthonormal set {<p;·}. Next, extend R by linearity to all

 finite linear combinations of the ç>;· ; that is, define R ( Σ Λ./ 9V I = Σ ^/ ^ 9/ · ^e~
 V=l / 7 = 1

 signate the extended operator by R; then i? is defined on a dense subset of H.
 von Neumann next wished to characterize the closed linear operator** R, as-

 sociated with the pair (A, {ç>;·}). If we knew that R was bounded, and hence
 continuous, it could be extended by continuity ; that is, R ( lim fn) is defined to
 ^ η- »-σο ^

 be lim R(fn), where {/M} is any Cauchy sequence of elements in the domain of R.
 n- >oo >v

 However, this is not, in general, the case. In order to extend an unbounded Ry
 von Neumann introduces the concept of an extension element.
 Suppose, for all geDR and some feH, there exists f*e Η with (/, Rg) = (/*, g) ;
 this / will be called an extension element of R. It is easy to see that the assign-
 ment /->/* is single valued, but the question now arises as to whether R can be
 extended to be meaningful for /. (Obviously, if the extension is possible, Rf=f*.)
 But, by the Hermitian property of R,

 (f,f*)=(f,Rf)=(Rf,f)=(f*,f),
 or

 (/,/*) =(Ã7*)·

 [The property that (x, y) = (y, x) has been used.] Hence a necessary condition
 for R to be extendable to / is that the imaginary part of (/, /*) is equal to zero.
 (Such extension elements are said to be in the zero class.) It turns out that this
 is also sufficient.

 Now the closed operator associated with R is clearly a (possibly improper)
 extension of R. Thus the question of finding this operator is reduced to finding
 those extension elements which are the zero class. Let / be an extension element,

 * A set {q)j} is orthonormal if (φ{, 9>;) = <5t· ;· · It is complete if it spans H, or if

 / = Σ (/, <Pp) <Pp for all f in H, or if (/, g) = Σ (/, φρ) * (g, ψρ) for all / and g in H; the
 p=l p=l
 three conditions are equivalent.
 ** The operator, S, is said to be closed if wherever {/n} ζ£>5 [Ds is the domain of 5],
 and if /„->/, and also if 5/M->/, then f£Ds and S/=/~ According to Hille & Phillips
 (1 ; p. 45) "the closed linear transformations include all of the linear operators which
 the analyst is likely to use."
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 and let /* be as in the preceding paragraph. Then

 ' ;=i /
 from which

 oo

 (109) V*.<Pi) = Z*aV,<Pi).
 / = 1

 oo

 Now write /= 2 xj<Pj- This is possible because {ç>;·} is an orthonormal set, and
 furthermore, j=zl

 (110) x,-=(f,<Pi), 7=1,2,....

 From (409) and (110) we then have that since {(pt) is an orthonormal set, /* will
 exist if and only if

 (in) ΣΝ2<~,
 ; = 1

 where we have written
 oo

 (112) yi=Z*ji*i-

 In this case, from (109), (HO), (112) and the fact that {ç?t·} is also complete,

 (H3) f* = Zyi<Pi-

 To determine which of the extensions are of the zero class, consider

 oo oo / oo ' oo oo

 (114) (/*>/) = ZyjXj = Σ [Σ *ť/*,· *,· = Σ Σ («,■,·*,·*/) 7=1 ;=1 '*=1 / ;=1 *=1
 and

 00 OO / OO ' OO OO

 (115) ν>ί*) = Σ*ίΚ = Σ%ΛΣαίίχλ = Σ ΣΚ,·^^·)·

 If / is of the zero class, then (/, /*) = (/*, /). Hence the zero class consists of those
 elements for which the order of summation in the last element of (414) (or (115))
 can be reversed.

 von Neumann next showed that given any closed Hermitian operator R,
 there exists a matrix A and an orthonormal sequence {(pt) so that R is the closed
 operator associated with the pair (^4, {φ+}). This was demonstrated by constructing
 the set {ç>J in a way which depended on R, and then taking A = {ai7) with
 &ij=((Pi, R<Pj)· However, A and {<pt} are not unique. For example, it is possible
 to construct a second sequence {ipt} which gives rise to a different matrix Β =
 {pij=(Wi> RWj)}· As m tne finite dimensional case, the connection between the
 matrices A and Β is as follows: Consider the unitary matrix* U={ui~(q)i,y)j)}.
 Then A = UBU~1, in direct analogy to the finite case, von Neumann inserts a
 word of caution at this point that this is as far as the finite theory of unitary
 transformations of Hermitian matrices can be generalized to Hubert spaces.

 * A matrix, U, is called unitary if U is defined in H, and if | Uf' = |/| for all /
 in H. U is then continuous, one-one, and satisfies (Uf, Ug)=(f, g). Here |/j =V(/77)·
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 In another paper, On the Theory of Unbounded Matrices, von Neumann (2)
 continues his investigation of infinite matrices. Here he is interested in developing
 the relation between bounded and unbounded Hermitian matrices; that is, be-
 tween matrices which define bounded and unbounded Hermitian operators.*
 Since this paper is essentially a continuation of his first, the definitions and
 terminology of the prior work are used, and the results mentioned are assumed.
 Thus, we already know that given a closed Hermitian operator R, there

 exists a complete orthonormal sequence [φ?] and a square summable Hermitian
 matrix A = {a{j= (Reft, φ^} for which R is the associated closed Hermitian
 operator. But suppose we are given R and {ç?;·}, with R φ?· defined for all /=1, 2, ... ;
 form A , its associated elementary operator S, and (in the notation of von Neu-

 mann's previous paper) the extensions S and S, of S. In particular, S is a closed
 Hermitian operator, and it is easy to see that R is an extension of S, but whether

 R = S still must be settled, i.e., is R the closed linear operator associated with
 the pair (Α, {φ?}) ?
 von Neumann answered this with the following

 Theorem. Let R be a closed Hermitian operator, and let {cpt} be a given complete
 orthonormal set. Then there exists either no matrix A (as above) or exactly one
 such A . Furthermore, if R is bounded, such an A will always exist for every set {φ^ ;
 if R is unbounded, there exist sets {ç'·} for which an A exists and sets for which
 no A exists.

 Now let A be a square summable Hermitian matrix, and let U={ui?} be a
 unitary matrix. The ui}- satisfy

 oo oo

 (H6) Zuijükj = Zujiüjk= àih.
 ;=1 ;=1

 Next, von Neumann defined the concept of convergent applicability.

 Definition 1. U is conver gently applicable to A if
 oo oo

 4.1) the series %aijujk an(i Σαχ^%η converge absolutely and, furthermore,
 the sums i==1 i=1

 oo oo 2 oo oo 2

 Σ Z<*ijUjk and Σ Z^ij^ik
 i=i 7=1 ;=i *=i

 are finite.

 1.2) Also, we must have
 oo/oo 'oo/oo '

 Σ Σ *hpükiUpA= Σ Σ *kPükiupA.
 k=i'p = i I p=''k=l I

 [The convergence of the series in (1.2) is assured by (1.1).] The common value
 of the sums in (1.2) will be denoted by b{j, and it can be seen that the matrix

 oo

 Β = 'ρ{λ is a square summable Hermitian matrix. Note that ii ψ1·=Σ^Γ7'Ψΐ>

 then {ψ^' will be a complete orthonormal sequence whenever {φ^ is. These con-
 cepts lead to

 * Recall a linear operator R is bounded if 'Rf'^c'f' for all f^H and some
 constant OO, independent of /; or, equivalently, if | Rf' ^c for all / with |/| ^1.
 An operator is unbounded if it is not bounded.
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 Definition 2. Let A be a summable Hermitian matrix, and let {q>t} be a com-
 plete orthonormal sequence. If there exists a unitary matrix U, convergently
 applicable to A, then the pair (^4, {<pt}) will be said to be conver gently -unitarily
 equivalent [following von Neumann, this will be abbreviated c.-u. equiv.] to the
 pair [B, {ipt}) constructed immediately above.

 In what follows, it will be said that a pair (^4, {φ^}) has a certain property
 if the closed linear operator associated with it has that property. For example

 (^4, {φ^') will be called maximal if R is maximal.*
 From these ideas von Neumann gets an important characterization of bounded

 matrices. A summable Hermitian matrix A is bounded if and only if U is con-
 vergently applicable to A for every unitary matrix U. A second theorem states
 that two pairs [Α, {φτ}) and [B, {ipt}) are c.-u. equiv. if and only if they have a
 common Hermitian extension. Thus the question of c.-u. equiv. can be reduced
 to the study of common extensions. It can be seen, in particular, that a maximal
 Hermitian operator is only c.-u. equiv. to a restriction of itself; that a bounded
 Hermitian operator is c.-u. equiv. only to itself (since a bounded Hermitian
 operator has no proper closed restrictions); and that two c.-u. equiv. maximal
 Hermitian operators must be identical.

 The question now arises as to whether c.-u. equiv. is actually an equivalence
 relation; i.e., is it symmetric, reflexive and transitive ? As is well known for finite
 matrices, where c.-u. equiv. reduces to unitary equivalence, there is a true equi-
 valence relation. However this is in general not true for the infinite case; it is
 the transitivity which breaks down. This was more precisely formulated by
 von Neumann in the following

 Theorem. Let R~S denote that R is c.-u. equiv. to S. Then R~R, and if R~S,
 then S~R. However, if S is fixed, then R~S and S~T implies R~T for all
 such R and Τ if and only if S is maximal.

 We outline von Neumann's proof of this last assertion. By a previous theorem
 the pairs, R, S and S, Τ each have common extensions. But if S is maximal,
 these common extensions are S in each case. Thus S is an extension of both R

 and T; i.e., R~T. Conversely, if S is not maximal, von Neumann had shown
 that there are several distinct maximal extensions of S. Let two of them be R

 and T. Then by a previous theorem, R~S and S~T, but since R (say) is maximal,
 the only maximal operator c.-u. equiv. to R is R itself. Since R Φ Τ, it necessarily
 holds that R is not c.-u. equiv. to T.

 Thus, putting together the above theorem and the remarks preceding it, we
 see that the analogy of unitary equivalence for finite matrices carries over to
 infinite matrices completely only in the case of bounded Hermitian operators,
 and for these operators the theory is entirely trivial since every bounded Hermi-
 tian operator is maximal.

 Next, the relation between eigenvalues and c.-u. equiv. was explored by
 von Neumann. As is well known, in the finite case the eigenvalues are invarient

 * Let DR mean the domain of R, etc. Then an operator 5 is called an extension
 of an operator R if DRCDS and for all feDR, Rf = Sf. Also R will be called a restriction
 of 5. S is a proper extension of R if DR ='=DS . 5 is maximal if S has no proper extensions.
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 under unitary equivalence. To discuss this question for unbounded matrices, the
 concept of semiboundedness (halbbeschränkte) must be introduced from the earlier
 paper (von Neumann (1)).

 Definition 3. The operator R is semibounded from above (resp. below) if, for
 all feDR (Rf,f)^c'f'2 (resp. {Rf, /) ^ -c'f'2). Note that the pair (A,{<pt}) is
 semibounded if the closed linear operator associated with A is semibounded.
 Furthermore, if (Rf, f) ^ 0, the operator R is said to be definite, as is the associated
 Hermitian pair. Also, a bounded operator is semibounded both from above and
 from below.

 Let (^4, {ç?t}) be a definite Hermitian pair; then not only is R a definite
 operator; it is clear that R, the linear extension of R, is also definite. Thus,

 Ν

 for / = Σ xi ψ i we nave

 Ν Ι Ν ' Ν
 (H7) («/./) = Σ Σ«</*.·Ρ;= Σ aiíXix^0. ; = 1 '* = 1 / i,j = l

 In other words, the N^ section* of A is positive-semidefinite for every N. In
 particular, we observe that the eigenvalues of every Nth section are all non-
 negative.

 Now let (^4, {(pt}) be a pair which is not semibounded from above. Then
 von Neumann had shown (von Neumann (1) ; Theorem 46) that the closed oper-
 ator R associated with {A, {(pt}) can be extended to a definite Hermitian oper-
 ator S, which may be assumed to be also closed. Let (#, {ψ^}) be the pair associated
 with 5; then Β is definite and (B, {ipt}) is c.-u. equiv. to (A, {9^}).

 In fact, this result can be sharpened and extended to the following

 Theorem. Let A be a Hermitian matrix which is not semibounded from above or
 below, respectively, and let c be an arbitrary number. Then A is c.-u. equiv. to a
 matrix B, where Β has the property that for every N, its N^ section has all its
 eigenvalues ^c or ^c, respectively.

 Proof. For non-semiboundedness from above and c - 0, this is the assertion of

 the preceding paragraph. For the former alternative and for arbitrary c, re-
 place A by A - ci and Β by Β - cl, where / is the identity matrix; for the lat-
 ter alternative by - A + cI and - B + cI.

 This theorem shows that the spectra of the N^ sections of Hermitian matrix
 which defines an unbounded operator have little relationship with the spectrum
 of the matrix itself. This is in marked distinction to Hilbert's theory of bounded
 operators. [See Bernkopf (1 ; pp. 15-16). Because of the continuity of the kernel
 K, the Hermitian operator appearing there is bounded.] Furthermore, there
 exists a maximal matrix A which is semibounded neither from above nor from
 below; thus there is a matrix Β whose N**1 sections have eigenvalues all ^1,
 and a matrix C whose ΑΓΛ sections all have eigenvalues ^-1, and such that Β
 and C are both c.-u. equiv. to A. But since A is maximal, a previous theorem
 shows that Β is also c.-u. equiv. to C! This pathology is clearly not just limited
 to a peculiar special case but holds generally for all non-semibounded matrices A .

 * The JV* section of A = {a{j ' i, j = 1 , 2, . . . , iV}.
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 To explore further the pathology of unbounded Hermitian matrices, von Neu-
 mann introduced yet two more concepts.

 Definition 4. Two pairs [A, {<pt}) and (B, {y)t}) are said to be c.-u. equiv. in
 η steps (denoted by ~) if there exists n+' pairs (Ak> {ψ*}) with (Ao, {yf}}) = [Α, {φ^)
 and (An,{fp?}) = (B,{y)t}) such that for each k = 1, 2, ..., ny {Ak_lt {ψΐ'1}) is
 c.-u. equiv. to (Ak, {ψ]}). A is c.-u. equiv. in η steps to Β if for every orthonormal
 set {<pt} there is a corresponding set {ipt} so that [A, {<pt}) is c.-u. equiv. to (B, {xpt})
 in η steps. As before, this definition can be extended to the Hermitian operators
 or the closed Hermitian operators associated with [A, {<pt}) and (Z?, {y'·})·
 Suppose that a partial ordering has been assigned to the set of Hermitian

 operators by writing S^R (resp. S<R) if R is an extension (resp. proper ex-
 tension) of S. Then if R^S, there exists 2n - 1 closed linear operators which
 satisfy

 (118) R^T^S^T^S^ - ^S^^T^S

 where the T{ (i = 1 , 2, . . . , n) can be assumed to be maximal, since by a previous
 theorem two operators are c.-u. equiv. if and only if they have a common maximal
 extension.

 The second concept occurs in

 Definition 5. Two operators R and S are called adjacent (benachbart) if they
 are both extensions of the same Hermitian operator. They are said to be adjacent
 in η steps if there are n-'-' closed linear operators Tk so that R = T0 and S = Tn
 and for all k = 1, 2, . . . , n, Tk_x is adjacent to Tk .

 We see that if R and S are adjacent, then R 7> Tt^S, or if R and S are ad-
 jacent in η steps, then

 (119) R^ S^T^ S2^ -" ^Τη_^ Sn^ S

 where as in (118) it may be assumed that the T{ are all maximal. The similarity
 between (118) and (119) is clear, and von Neumann describes them as "hill and
 valley roads", the difference being that (118) begins and ends with hills and (119)
 with valleys. From this it follows that if R is c.-u. equiv. to S in η steps, then
 R and S are adjacent in n+' steps and conversely. This is shown by replacing
 Τλ and Tn by R and S respectively in (118) and by replacing S± and Sn by R
 and S in (119).

 What von Neumann then showed, as we shall see, is this : Given two arbitrary
 unbounded square summable Hermitian matrices A and B, then for every orthonormal

 sequence {ç?t·} there is an orthonormal sequence {ipt} so that pair (^4, {9^·}) is c.-u.
 equiv. to the pair (Β, {ψί}) ^η no more than three steps. He further showed that
 if {ipt} is prescribed, then [A, {99 1}) is c.-u. equiv. to (Β, {ψ%}) in no more than
 nine steps; that is, every pair of unbounded Hermitian operators is c.-u. equiv.
 in less than ten steps.

 To illustrate the significance of this result, suppose we say that the Hermitian
 matrix A is weakly unitarily equivalent to the Hermitian matrix Β if A is c.-u.
 equiv. to Β in finitely many steps as just described. Clearly weak unitary equi-
 valence is an equivalence relation [transitivity is trivial], and in case A and Β
 are both finite matrices, weak unitary equivalence reduces to ordinary unitary
 23 Arch. Hist. Exact Sei., Vol. 4
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 equivalence. As is well known, in the finite case there are infinitely many equiva-
 lence classes. Moreover, for fixed k, the classes of k χ k Hermitian matrices can be
 characterized looking at eigenvalues ; that is, two matrices belong to the same
 equivalence class if and only if they have exactly the same k eigenvalues (see,
 for example, Perlis (1 ; p. 191))· Consider now the situation for unbounded ma-
 trices. In effect what von Neumann's result means is that every unbounded matrix
 lies in the same weak unitary equivalence class without regard to eigenvalue con-
 siderations.

 The situation for bounded infinite Hermitian matrices is almost as bad. We

 have already noted that a bounded Hermitian matrix is c.-u. equiv. only to
 itself. Thus, for these matrices each weak unitary equivalence class contains only
 a single element. To summarize then, we see that weak unitary equivalence pro-
 duces, on the sets of infinite bounded or unbounded Hermitian matrices, only a
 trivial equivalence relation, in sharp contrast to the state of affairs in the finite
 case.

 We outline, then, von Neumann's proof that weak unitary equivalence is
 trivial for unbounded matrices. First, let A = {aiôik: öik= Kronecker delta} be
 a diagonal Hermitian matrix. Then the a{ (i = i, 2, ...), are all real. The closed
 linear operator associated with the pair (Α, {φ^) is called a diagonal operator.
 The key to von Neumann's assertion is the following

 Theorem. Let R be an unbounded closed Hermitian operator. Then there is a
 diagonal operator S associated with a matrix A = {aiôik} and an orthonormal set
 {y)t} such that R and S are adjacent. Furthermore, αλ can be arbitrarily prescribed.

 In the proof von Neumann uses his abstract theory of operators [which will
 be discussed in a subsequent paper] as generated in von Neumann (1). However,
 the general ideas used are these : Subspaces Mq of Η are found on each of which
 R has an inverse. Denote the restrictions of R to Mq by Rq, and their (operator)

 closures by Rq. Now let Mp be such that the domain of Rp1 (=Np) is not all
 of H. Np is closed; denote its orthogonal complement in Η by L. Then it was
 shown that the subspace L is also orthogonal to the domain of Rp. Thus if feH,
 f can be uniquely decomposed into g+h where g is in the domain of Rp and h
 is in L. Now define Sf=Rp(g). S is a linear Hermitian operator which is an
 extension of Rp . Next von Neumann showed that Np (the range of Rp) reduces
 S; that is, 5 maps Np into Np. If the restriction of S to Np is written S', thenS'
 (considered as an operator in Np) has an inverse which is completely continuous.
 Also Sh=O for h^L. Thus, by a principal axis theorem proved by Hilbert,
 there exists a sequence of real numbers {oct} and an orthonormal set {0^} with
 (S/)"1(öi) = a.-e» (* = 1, 2, -..). Since (S')"1 has an inverse, α,·ΦΟ (ι' = 1, 2, ...),

 and also SO- - θ{. Now if {ω^} is an orthonormal set spanning L, Sco^O.
 If the set {θλ , 02 , . . . , ωλ , ω2 , . . .} is denoted by ψχ , ψ2 , . . . , then fyj is the required
 set, and S is the required operator. This proves the theorem whenever R is not
 semibounded from above and αλ is chosen to be zero, provided the numbering
 of the ψ{ is selected so that ψλ is an ω{. For other choices of alt use R-axI and
 S-a^I, and if R is not semibounded from below (but is semibounded from above)
 replace R and S by -R + axI and -S + a^, respectively.
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 von Neumann next proved that if R and S are maximal Hermitian operators,
 there is a unitary operator U so that R and USU'1 are adjacent in two steps.
 The proof used the previous theorem together with further ideas from his earlier
 paper on operator theory. He next showed the

 Theorem. Let A and Β be any unbounded Hermitian square summable operators.
 Then A and Β are c.-u. equiv. in three steps. In general the number three cannot
 be decreased.

 Proof. Let R and 5 be the closed linear Hermitian operators associated with
 (^4, {<p;}) and (B, {ipt}) respectively; let R' and 5' be the maximal extensions of
 R and S. Then the theorem of the previous paragraph can be applied; that is,
 R' and US'U'1 are adjacent in two steps. Also US'U'1 is a maximal extension
 of US U'1. This shows, according to the remark about hill and valley roads,
 that R and USU'1 are c.-u. equiv. in three steps, or, since R is the operator
 associated with [A, {<pt}) and USU'1 with (B, {U'p$)} that A and Β are c.-u.
 equiv. in three steps.

 To show that, in general, three is the least possible number, consider the
 diagonal matrices A = {akôik} and B = {bkôjk}. Suppose that ak->oo and bk-^ - oo.
 Then A is not semibounded from above but is semibounded from below, and Β is

 not semibounded from below but is from above. Suppose [A, {9^}) and (B, {xpt})
 were c.-u. equiv. in two steps. Let R and 5 be the maximal operators associated
 with the above pairs; then R and S are c.-u. equiv. in two steps, and since they
 are maximal, they are also adjacent. Let Τ be such that

 (120) R^T^S.

 Since Γ is a restriction of R, it is bounded from below, and since it is a restriction
 of 5, Τ is bounded from above; that is, Τ is bounded. Hence it is maximal,
 hence T=R = S. But this contradicts the non-boundedness of R and S. It is

 easy to see that this state of affairs will hold for any pair of matrices satisfying
 only the boundedness properties of A and Β above.

 von Neumann then completed his assertion that no more than nine steps
 were needed if the orthonormal sequence {ψ^ is prescribed. We only indicate the
 results. He first showed that operators R and S associated with special types of
 diagonal matrices are adjacent in six steps. This fact was then used to show the
 nine-step c.-u. equiv. of two arbitrary unbounded operators. In the balance of
 his paper, von Neumann explored the further pathology of unbounded abstract
 operators, with particular attention being paid to their domains of definition.
 This study is primarily concerned with abstract operator theory, and as such is
 outside the scope of this paper; it will be taken up in a subsequent history.

 8. Postface

 The publication of von Neumann's paper essentially meant an end to the use
 of matrix theory as an effective tool for the study of operators defined on Hubert
 spaces. Not that there were any logical difficulties; it is just that matrices were
 unsuitable because of their clumsiness. We let von Neumann himself explain
 some of the difficulties (von Neumann (2; pp. 208-209)).
 23*
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 The operator-matrix relation - which, in finite dimensional (Euclidean) spaces
 and also in bounded operators in Hubert Space, is simple and even one to one -
 displays, of course, for unbounded operators in Hubert Space, new features. It is
 essentially more complicated, and the theory of matrices is in no way, as in the above
 mentioned cases, equivalent and corresponding to that of operators. . . . [This is
 because] in finite dimensions as well as for bounded operators in a Hubert Space . . .
 a matrix can be assigned to a Hermitian operator R and an arbitrary complete ortho-
 normal sequence {φ^ [ by the formula].

 ajk = (<Pj> R(Pk)·

 But for an unbounded operator R, which according to Toeplitz's theorem is not
 defined on the whole space, this assignment is only possible when all of [the terms]
 R φχ, R φ2, ... are defined.

 And also, if this is the case, a series of convergence difficulties and limitations
 appear which are completely absent in the "bounded" theory.

 It so happens that, for example, the usual ordinary operator-matrix assignment
 is not even unitary-invariant.* Because of this, although the operator is entirely
 reasonable, a peculiar pathology can exist in the matrix. . . .

 Thus, it becomes evident that from the simple situation which exists in finite
 dimensional as well as in infinite dimensional but bounded matrices, . . . only very
 little is carried over. For operators [the theory is], indeed, most in order: the eigen-
 value problem has [either] no or exactly one solution, and if it has none then other
 simple normal forms, etc., take the place of Hilbert's "Spectral form." But for
 matrices such an unexpected pathology prevails that a construction on this [operator-
 matrix] foundation appears to be very difficult. The most characteristic aspect of
 this is that the Hermitian matrices behave in a relatively rational fashion; the real
 sources of the pathology are the unitary matrices (in which case, because of their
 boundedness, was really not to be expected).

 There were other difficulties. Some of the techniques employed to solve prob-
 lems concerning matrices and matrix theory appeared to be special, even " ac-
 cidental' '. Furthermore, certain properties, such as self-adjointness, were often
 not readily visible in infinite matrices. It could happen that a matrix represen-
 tation of an unbounded operator was not effective; generally, care had to be
 exercised in the selection of the proper orthonormal sequence. Thus, "in this
 one case at least there was little to be gained from the concrete [matrix] represen-
 tation. The abstract formulation was of genuine help in describing real problems
 and making them more transparent/'**

 Not unnaturally there was an initial hesitancy by some mathematicians to
 accept von Neumann's new abstract formulation of operator theory. Even
 Erhard Schmidt, who had been a helpful referee for the earlier work of von Neu-
 mann (cited in the previous section) which introduced the abstract concept to
 Hubert space theory, is reported to have remarked in this connection, "No, no!
 Don't say operator, say matrix." Yet there was no denying that infinite matrix
 theory was not the effective setting for operators, and so the abstract approach
 soon prevailed.***

 * That is, two pairs (Α, {φ{}) and (Β, {ψ{}) are not c.-u. equiv. if they do not have
 a common extension.

 ** Friedrichs, Κ. O., Conversation with the author, April 1967-
 *** Friedrichs, Κ. U., Conversation, previously citea, 01 reDruary iyo/. jrruiessui

 Friedrichs tells me that he had a paper ready for publication at the time when
 von Neumann's work appeared, and that he found it necessary to rewrite it using
 the new abstract concepts.
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 It should not be assumed, however, that research in infinite matrices has
 ceased. Today the chief interest is centered about their application in the theory
 of divergent sequences and series. The theory lies outside of the stream of the
 work in operator theory, but the interested reader should consult Cooke (1) for
 details.

 Appendix A

 We present Schmidt's theorems and proofs concerning the solutions of

 (45) Σ*Λρ*ρ = Ο, (n = i,2, ...).

 In order to get his representations, Schmidt first added the mild restriction that
 no finite set of the an are linearly dependent. [The notation is as before, and
 the equation numbering is a continuation of that in the main text, Chapter 6.]

 Let

 (49) aťJk=(*U*);

 then oLik=oiki. Observe the independence condition implies that det{atÄ; i, k =
 1, 2, ..., m) will be different from zero for any n, and it will, in fact, be real
 and positive. Next, take w = {Wj) to be any element of H, and construct

 <*i2 ··· alm «1;'
 a12 a22 ... a2m ã2/ '
 ; ; '·. ; j I
 alm a2m ··· V-mm ^mj I

 (ã1, w) (ã2t w) ... (ãm, w) wj I

 det{aa; i, k = 1, 2, ..., m)

 (see (47) and (49)). Then, if pm = {pjt; j = i, 2, ...}, since the /th and last columns
 are the same, one has

 (Pm, ak) = 0

 for k = i, 2, ..., m. Now let p be the part of w which is perpendicular to the
 space spanned by all of the an. Then p is the strong limit of the sequence {pm;
 m = 1, 2, . . .}. We omit the proof.

 In view of the results just obtained for the homogeneous equation (45),
 Schmidt then utilized (48) to obtain an explicit representation for the φν' see
 the paragraph following (48). From the definition of φν, using the fact that φν
 is the part of ev perpendicular to A one sees that

 An

 det [ : " " ' · - : j
 (51) Ψ) = lim I aim

 'alv a2v ... amv evj /

 det {<xik ; i,k = i,2,..., m}_
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 Also

 .·. alw ãlv'-

 . det{aiÄ} _

 by the last remark of the preceding paragraph. Thus, in consideration of the
 previous theorem concerning equation (45) and the fact that the φν generate R,
 we have the following

 Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition that equation (45) has no regular
 solution except for the trivial one is that (51) vanish for all v, or, equivalently , that
 (52) vanish for all v.

 In the special case that {an} is an orthonormal set, condition (52) becomes

 (53) 1-Σ|«*,|=0. ν = 1,2,....

 Next Schmidt considered the inhomogeneous system
 oo

 (54) Z*np*p=Cn> «=1,2,...,
 p=l

 for which he demonstrated three methods of solution. For the first method,

 define gn= {gnp: p = 1, 2, . . .} by setting

 (55) gni = čn and gnj = anij-x

 for n=(i, 2, ...) and /=(2, 3, ...). Also define x={xp: p = i, 2, ...} by placing

 (56) % = 1 and xp= zp_x for p = 2, $,....

 Then (54) can be replaced by

 (57) (T.*) = 0.

 Also, #! = 1 can be replaced by

 (58) (e' x) = '

 where ^ = {1, 0, 0, ...}. Now let h={hp} be the part of e1 which is perpendicular
 to the space G generated by the gn. If ||ä||=0, then e1 is an element of G, and
 hence (by (57))

 (59) (e'x) = 0.

 But this contradicts (58), and so, in such a case, there is no solution to (54).

 Consequently, we suppose now that ||A| 4=0. By a previous result, |A||2= (ë1, h).
 Then a solution of (54) can be gotten by taking x1 = {xlj), where

 (60) ^' = W Ö' = 1·2·-)'
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 and then using (56) to get a solution, we have z1 = {z1j$ with

 (61) Zl' = W 0 = 1.2,...).
 [To see that (61) is a solution, we observe that the theory of homogeneous equa-
 tions shows that (60) is a solution of (57).] Thus we have, rather quaintly stated,
 the following

 Theorem. The vanishing of ''h'' is a necessary and sufficient condition for the
 non-existence of a regular solution of (54).

 Schmidt pointed out that if (54) has a solution then, as in the finite case,
 all other solutions can be derived by adding solutions of the homogeneous system
 associated with (54) to z1.

 To get an explicit formulation for the solution z1, Schmidt again assumed
 that no finite set of the an are linearly dependent and set

 (62) y<*=(gí.ř*)=čťc* + ať*

 (see (49))- Then, as before,
 - / 7ll ··· 7lm «1, ' "

 A/+1=lim ' Ι γ1ίη ... ymm ãmj I
 ' w->oo ' /

 '-Cl ··· ~Cm 0 /
 Ldet{ya; i, k = 1, 2, .... m}_

 and

 ' / Yn ··· Vim -či' "

 X-Cj. ...-cm 1 /
 det{yiA}

 Now, suppose that x2 is another solution of (57) and (58). Then x2 - x1 is
 orthogonal to G and also to e1. Thus x2 - x1 is orthogonal to h, and hence to x1.
 Thus, the Pythagorean theorem [which holds in a Hubert space] can be applied,
 and we have

 (63) |««||« = ||*»-*i|« + I*1||1.

 As a consequence, from (56),
 IMI^II·

 In other words, Schmidt has proved the following

 Theorem. // ''h''='= 0, formula (61) gives the solution of (54) with the smallest norm.

 Schmidt's second method of dealing with (54) is closely analogous to, and
 gives a result similar to the case of finite systems. Consider (54) as a system of
 equations involving inner products; that is, rewrite (54) as

 (64) {ãn,z) = cn> n = ',2, ....
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 350 M. Bernkopf:

 Let A be the closed subspace generated by the set {an}, and let An be the space
 generated by {an} after deleting the element an. Let pn={pnj} be the part of an
 which is perpendicular to An. Then Schmidt's proposition is the

 Theorem. //, for every value of η, ||^>Μ||φ0; that is, if an$An for every n, then
 (64) has a solution whenever

 <«> l,m<~·
 In this case a solution is given by z1 = {z1 ^ where zx ;· is given by the formula

 oo

 (66) Zi^=jaiižiř^· i=i'2'->
 which converges strongly. Furthermore z1, as given by (66) represents the solution
 to (64) which has the smallest norm.

 Proof. To establish strong convergence of (66), by the triangle inequality we
 have that p+q p+q p+q

 V cn h <- V cn h < V 'cn'
 ^-> ''Pn''2 ''rn'' Vnj = ^ ll£nll2 "ťn'' Vnj = ^ ll^nll2 lirnn n=p ''rn'' n=p "ťn'' n=p lirnn

 which goes to zero as p goes to infinity because of (65). Now, from the definition
 of pn and the fact that pneAm if η Φ m gives

 (67) (ãn,PJ = O
 if η Φ m. Also

 (68) («",&) = M-
 Thus, (67) and (68) give that

 n=l 'rn'

 that is z1 is a solution of (64), hence of (54). The last part of the theorem is
 proved as before.

 Next, suppose that there exists m so that |Aj=O; tnat is> ameAm. Let
 LltL2,..., be an orthonormal basis of Am obtained by the Gram- Schmidt pro-
 cess. Then, if Lk = {Lkj^f

 (69) Lkj = Zykp<*pj>
 p

 where, for each k, the domain of p is some finite set of natural numbers which
 does not include m, and the ykp are uniquely determined by the Gram- Schmidt
 calculation. Also, since ameAm, and since {Lk} is a complete orthonormal set,
 we have that

 (70) amj^Z^^k)Lkj.
 Hence, using (69) and (70), we have

 (ã'z)=Z(ãmfLk)(Lkfz)

 (71) = Σ (<?".£*) Ση, (5*.*)·
 *=1 p
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 Infinite Matrices 351

 Thus, if z is a solution of (64), this last equation can be written as

 (72) cm= Z(ãm>Lk)ZYkpCp.
 Ä=l p

 Consequently,

 Theorem. A necessary condition that (64) have a solution is that the right-hand
 side of (72) converge to cm. Furthermore, (71) shows that the mth equation of
 (64) (or of (54)) is a linear combination of the remaining ones.

 For Schmidt's third method, suppose once more that no finite subset of {an}
 is linearly dependent, and let A be the closed subspace spanned by {an}. Let {bn}
 be the orthonormal basis of A obtained by the Gram- Schmidt process. Then if
 bn={bnj), it can be arranged that

 η

 (73) bnj= ΣβηΜ*Η·
 k = l

 Thus (64) is transformed into the system

 (74) (bn,z)=gn (» = 1,2,...).

 where the gn are calculated by the formula,
 η

 (75) gn=ZPnkCk-
 k = l

 This leads to Schmidt's third theorem: A necessary and sufficient condition that
 (54) have a solution is that

 (76) !k„|2=2 Σ ft,*'*1«»·
 n=X n=l k=l

 Proof. The necessity of (76) follows fromBESSEL's inequality* and (74), for if
 (76) were not satisfied, there could be no regular solutions. Conversely, if (76)
 is satisfied, then, by a previous but un cited result,

 (77) ^=Zgnbn
 n=l

 converges strongly. Also, z1 is a solution of (74) and thus of (54), since

 (bm, z) = Zgn (bm, bn) = gn {l' b») = gn ,
 n = l

 where we have used the fact that {bm} is an orthonormal sequence.
 As an application of his theories, Schmidt proves a result previously obtained

 by Hilbert. Suppose the same condition of independence is placed upon the
 set {an} as in the previous theorem, and that <xik is defined by (49). Then, since
 atÄ = ~ÕLkif the zeros of

 (78)

 * Bessel's inequality states that if bn is an orthonormal sequence, then for any

 Σ (δ»*)|·^|μ?·
 n=l
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 352 M. Bernkopf:

 are all real and positive. Also the associated bilinear Hermitian form

 (79) Ηη=Σ t*ikyiýk
 i=l k = l

 is positive definite. In fact, if the zeros of (78) are denoted by

 (80) Ki>Kt*-.Kn

 with AMl5j λη2ί=ί · · · ^S ληη) then λη1 is the minimum value and ληη the maximum
 η

 value assumed by (79) for Σ b*|2==^ Thus, since Hn can be considered as a

 "subform" obtained from Hn+1 by setting yn+1 = 0, we see that λη1 (considered
 as a function of n) is non-increasing. Furthermore, as λη1> 0, we have that lim λη1
 will exist and will be non-negative. Set ~*
 (81) Ιϊτηλ1 = 1.

 η- »-σο

 This leads to the following
 oo

 Theorem. // Z>0, and if Σ |c»|2< °°> ^en system (54) always has a solution.
 n=l

 (Note. If the existence of a solution is established, explicit representations
 can be given by (61) or (77)·)

 Proof. Let the numbers {gn} be defined as in (74) and (75), and let {bn} be the
 orthonormal basis of A given by (73)· Then, since {ak} and {bk} generate the
 same space for k = 1, 2, . . . , n, let the numbers hk (k = 1, 2, . . . , n) be determined

 by setting w n
 (82) Σ&**=ΣΜ*·

 k=l k=l

 Then, by the generalized Pythagorean theorem* and the fact that {bk} is an
 orthonormal set, we have

 (83) Σ|&|2 = |σ^2= ΣΜ*|Γ=Σ Σ««Μ* = εΛ fc=i IU=i ä=i II ·=ι ä=i

 Again, since {bk} is an orthogonal set, we have

 (84) (ϊρ, Σ &**)=&. ρ = 1,2,...,η,
 and from (73) and (74), and the fact that (73) is invertable,

 (85) Utgkbk) ' I = ce't ' k=i I
 we also have that

 (86) Σ «*ρ Κ = 2 (β*, αβ) Α» = (ař, Σ Α* «*) = ^e .
 ands0

 (87) Σ'οβ'*=Σοβϊβ=Σ ZSi„hih=V

 * The generalized Pythagorean theorem states that if z1, z2, . . . , zn are η mutually
 orthogonal elements, then

 J/||2= Jji^ii2·
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 Infinite Matrices 353

 where
 η η

 (88) f»Ä= Σ (XÍQ<ŽkQ = Σ α*ραρ^·
 ρ = 1 ρ = 1

 Thus if the matrix F = {oLik', i, k = 1, 2, ..., w}, then i72 is the matrix

 (89) F2 = {šik'> i,k = ',2,...,n}.
 Also, by the principal axis theorem there is a matrix D, with D'D = I [D' is the
 transpose of D] so that D'FD = L where Z, is the diagonal matrix {λη1, λη2,
 ..., AMM} (see (80)). Furthermore D' F*D = L* = {λ2η1 , λ2η2> ..., )?nn). Thus, if *=Ζ)Λ,
 where h=(hlt h2, ..., An) and *=(*!, *2> ···» U> then (see (83))

 (90) U=t*nktÃ
 k=l

 and (see (87) and (88))

 (91) ν = ΣλΐΛ'.
 k=i

 Then (80) and (90) and (91) imply that

 (92) ληηυ^ν^λη1ϋ,

 or, in view of (83) and (87),

 ληηΣ'8β'*^Σ'οβ'*^λη1Σ^β'2.
 ρ=1 ρ=1 ρ=1

 In particular, since λη1 ^ / > 0,
 η η

 U |2<± V |c 12
 ρ=1 ρ=1

 σο

 and since this is true for every n, the convergence of Σ |°ρ|2 implies the con-
 00 ρ = 1

 vergence Σ |#ρ|2 which by a previous theorem (see (76)) insures that (54) has
 /=i

 a solution.

 Finally, Schmidt obtained another of Hilbert's results. He considered the
 resolvent of equation (54); that is, an array {bkj) which has the property that

 00

 Σ |fyfe;|2<°°' and satisfies
 ; = 1

 00

 Σ «*A/ = <*,·*, *, £ = 1,2, ... .
 7=1

 Then, by the theorem associated with (65) and (66), a necessary and sufficient
 condition for the existence of a resolvent is that ||^>Μ||φ0 for all n. In this case bkj
 is given by

 Appendix Β
 We present Hellinger & Toeplitz's proof of the uniform finiteness of con-

 vergent bilinear forms (Hellinger & Toeplitz (2; pp. 32I11.)). The notation
 and numbering are that of the theorem. It should be noted that the proof is
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 accomplished without the use of high-powered abstract techniques usually as-
 sociated with the modern proofs of similar theorems.
 Suppose the theorem is false. Then (108) is false; that is, there exists a pair

 of sequences {#*={#£}} and £yÄ={j/£}| such that xk and yk all satisfy (107)
 (lie in the unit ball) for k = 1, 2, . . . , and such that

 (ai) *-™ λΙΙλ^Η00·
 We may assume without loss of generality that the divergence is monotonie
 in k let {ck} be any sequence of positive numbers such that

 (A2) Ζ°* = 1·
 Now by (Al), we can find a sequence xkl from {xk} and a sequence ykl from

 {yk}> and a number nx such that

 (A3) Αηι(χ'/>) = ř=lW σ(Σ»ρΑ^)>^· ' * Set ř=lW ' *
 ξ={ξρ = θιχγ} for p=i,2,...,n, and

 (A4) ^(D = {l?(i) = Ci^} for p=i>2

 Then, by (A 2) and (107)

 (A 5) Σ ξ*Ρ = Σ 4 (xkp>)2 á 4 Σ (41)2 ^ 1 and also Σ (ηΡΎ =š i ■
 ρ=ι ρ=ι ř=i ř=i

 Thus, from (A3)

 (A6) Αηι(ξ, ηι) = Σ(Σ αριξρη')=^Αηι(χ^ι3^) > 2.
 00

 The hypothesis of the theorem shows that 2 apqyq converges for each p and

 for all y = {yq} in the unit ball; hence, by a previous theorem, the sequence {apq}
 oo

 defines a bounded linear form for each p. Thus, 2 apg converges. Let m1 be any
 <7=1

 number greater than nlf to be determined later, and split Ani(x, y) by placing

 (A 7) ^Ä1(^y)=Z Σ^^^+Σ( Σ *pqxpyq)·
 Consider the second term on the right hand side of (A 7) (the remainder). By the
 Schwarz inequality (94) applied twice, we have

 (A8) 'p=l'q=m1+l Σ Σ -m *řyf H ) ^ 'P Σ = 1 í=W!+l Σ *Ù / ^=1 Σ 4) / 'q=ml+l Σ *) I ■ 'p=l'q=m1+l H 'P = 1 í=W!+l / ^=1 / 'q=ml+l I
 oo

 Since Σαρς converges independently of nlt the first factor on the right hand

 side of (A 8) becomes arbitrarily small for sufficiently large mlt and in fact m1
 can be chosen so that (A 8) will be small for every χ and y which are in the unit
 ball. In particular, if mx is chosen so that

 (A 9) Σ Σ a'q<'9
 p=z' q=tn1+l
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 Infinite Matrices 355

 we will have, for η = {ηρ=ηΜ; p = ', 2, ..., mj (see (A4)), using (A 6), (A 7) and
 (A 9), that

 (A10) ^1(f.i?)=S(l^f^)>l
 00

 as long as the undetermined ηρ (p = mx + 1 , mx + 2, . . .) are selected so that Σ 9$ ^ 1 .
 p=l

 Before proceeding to the next step, observe that

 nx I oo ' oo I mx '

 Anl(*,y) = I>'Z<*pqXPyq) and Σ Σ-^^yJ
 £=1 'q=l I £=ni+l 'ç=l /

 are bounded forms for χ and y in the unit ball since they are sums of finitely
 oo

 many bounded linear forms. That is, they are finite sums of the type xp Σ apqyq
 oo q=l

 and yq Σ apqxp- Let Mx and μ1} respectively, be their least upper bounds.
 P=ni+1

 Now select n2>n1 and xkt and ykt so that

 (AH) A^' /·) = Σ ( 'q=l Σ *,, *fr*fr) I > 2+M£2^ a p=l 'q=l I a

 where c2 is chosen from (A 2). To extend ξ, set

 (A 12) šp = c2xkp* for ý = w1+l,w1+2, ..., w2

 and set ry(2) = {η{ρ]} where

 (Al3)??{f)=^) for p = ',2t...,tn1't r$ = c2yp for ^ = ^ + 1,^ + 2,....

 Then, as in (A 5)

 (A14) Σ?ρ = Ζ + 4 Σ (48)2 ^cl + cl^i, and | (ηψγ <* 1 .

 Next, write

 (A15) Ant&VW)=Ani{lvV)+ Σ (l«řílř^2))
 na / oo '

 and consider the remainder. By adding and subtracting c' Σ Σ apqx1pykq% one
 obtains ř=Wl+1 ^=1 7

 (A16) Σ (Σ^,^ΐϊ?)

 (a 17) =c' σ (2^,4'^·)+ Σ Sep,^«'-^)
 (A18) = ^JA/·) -Ani(c2x'c2yk>) - Σ Σ^ξρ(η^ -cty^).

 ř=nx + l q=l

 In deriving (A 17) from (A 18) we have used (A4), (A 12), and (A13) as well as
 the first parts of (A3) and (All).
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 We now employ (A 18), (All), (A 12), (A13), (AlO) and the definitions of
 Mx and μλ to get that

 Λη2(ξ)η^)>ί + (2 + Μ1 + 2μ1)-Μ1-2μ1 = ^.

 In exact analogy with the selection of nlt m2 is now to be determined so that η
 can be extended by setting

 while Αηζ(ξ,η)>2.
 Inductively then, it can be seen that for every t = i,2, ..., one can extend

 ξ and η so that at each step ξ and η are within the unit ball, and furthermore
 nt I 00 '

 Ληι(ξ,η)=Σ l'g (Z<*pqSpVq)>t- l I p = l'g = l I

 Thus Α (ξ, η) does not satisfy (108), even though ξ and η satisfy (107), which
 contradicts the hypothesis.
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